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Abstract

In the 21st century, humans have advanced multi-folds in the era of science and technol-

ogy. Human lives are most comfortable as ever in the history of mankind but all that

might just disappear with long-term devastating effects from man-made and natural dis-

asters. The question that lingers on for mankind is: ”How to plan and prepare for disas-

ters and emergencies over which we have no control?”.

The destruction from such disasters can either be averted or recovered with the help of

the strides in technology we have made. The world of Internet-of-Things (IoT) is the new

revolution in the modern technology realm after the intrusion of internet and mobile tech-

nologies. IoT technologies have matured for large-scale deployment in public and private

Information and Communications Technology (ICT) domains. Along with IoT, the con-

cept of Smart Cities is also maturing for the urban human landscape. Multiple civil and

industry bodies are collaborating to frame the future of humanity when humans start liv-

ing in the extremely demanding and crowded city perimeters. IoT assets along with the

legacy ICT assets are getting deployed for Smart City implementations with increasing

availability and reliability while becoming cheaper to procure and use.

But with all the advancement of IoT and Smart City technologies, the question remains:

”Are we ready to deal with disasters with our technological prowess?”. The questions

would attract a feigned silence from the audience since not all technologies are not de-

signed to talk to each other.

This thesis contributes by investigating the interoperability aspects amongst the various

IoT technologies and Smart City concepts. The overall goal of the research is to create

an architecture, propose component interactions for the architecture and show its validity

using prototypical implementations for allowing the interoperable operation of ICT assets

in a Smart City environment. The architecture would enable rapid deployment of Hu-

manitarian Assistance and Disaster Recovery (HADR) relevant technology assets on the

ground allowing multiple HADR agencies to seamlessly communicate while having shared

Situational Awareness (SA) and complementing each others capabilities.
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Thesis structure

The thesis is divided into three parts. Part I introduces the field of disaster relief oper-

ations in Smart City Environments, with particular focus on IoT and Smart City ICT

within the scope of this research. It includes a summary of the research contributions

which have been published in magazines and international conferences, and one under

publication book chapter. Part II contains these research contributions. In Part III rele-

vant appendices are provided.

Part I – This part follows the IMRaD (Introduction, Methods, Results, and Discus-

sion) structure of scientific discourse [1]. Based on IMRaD: Chapter 1 describes the back-

ground and motivation, and the scientific method of the thesis. Chapter 2 provides an

extended contextual background that provides an overview of the background and issues

that are dealt with in the research. It provides a state-of-the-art literature review and

a knowledge base that can be used to enhance the understanding of the research results

presented. Following this introduction and background, the discussion of the scientific

contributions and a summary of each included research paper is presented in Chapter 3.

The conclusion in Chapter 4 summarizes the research contributions and limitations, and

provides suggestions for further research.

Part II – This part contains the following eight research papers:

1. Paper A: Interoperability for Disaster Relief Operations in Smart City Environ-

ments.

2. Book Chapter B: Architectural considerations.

3. Paper C: Toward an Architecture and Data Model to Enable Interoperability be-

tween Federated Mission Networks and IoT-Enabled Smart City Environments.

4. Paper D: Security, Privacy, and Dependability Evaluation in Verification and Vali-

dation Life Cycles for Military IoT Systems.

5. Paper E: Leveraging Crowdsourcing and Crowdsensing Data for HADR Opera-

tions in a Smart City Environment.
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6. Paper F: Enabling Interoperability for ROS-based Robotic Devices for Smart City

HADR Operations.

7. Paper G: MARGOT Dynamic IoT Resource Discovery for HADR Environments.

8. Paper H: Deployment Architecture for Accessing IoT and Legacy Assets in a Smart

City Environment for Coalition HADR Operations.

9. Paper I: Federation based on MQTT for Urban HADR Operations.

A brief summary and a detailed list of the publications and related work is provided in

the next chapter.

Part III – One appendix is provided:

1. Appendix A: List of Smart City and IoT related acronyms.
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List of publications

Part II of this thesis is composed of papers A-I.

The author of this thesis is the principal contributor and first author of papers A, C,

D, E, F, H and I, joint first author of paper B. He is the fourth author of paper G.

A holistic research approach towards enabling interoperability for disaster recovery sce-

narios is presented in paper A. It follows with the architectural considerations for IoT

systems where a analysis of the IoT architectures from various standardisation organisa-

tions is presented in book chapter B. Based on the analysis, suitable integration methods

and technologies for IoT and Smart City data is presented. Using the architectural con-

cepts of IoT and related technologies, in Paper C, an approach for a distributed federated

deployment of IoT assets in Smart City environments is presented. The research then

continued with a close examination of the Security, Privacy, and Dependability (SPD) as-

pects of IoT systems and the associated Verification and Validation (V&V) Life Cycles,

which is presented in paper D. The process described how to determine their properties

and thus their usability in rugged and adverse scenarios in military systems which re-

semble application in the HADR scenarios. Further inspection of IoT in the Smart City

domain led to paper E which presented Crowdsourcing and Crowdsensing concepts. It

described the implemented approaches in city and adverse environments for gaining real-

time SA while leveraging human intelligence from the ground. Based on the HADR sce-

narios that require robotic operations for SA as well as human assistance, paper F pre-

sented how to enable interoperability for robots in Smart City scenarios while enabling

federated usage between HADR agencies. The MARGOT (Multi-domain Asynchronous

Gateway Of Things) platform is described in paper G. It enables dynamic IoT resource

discovery for HADR Environments which is necessary in a heterogeneous ICT environ-

ment in the Smart City context and collaborative action between HADR agencies. Paper

H described an architecture and data model to enable interoperability between Federated

Mission Networks (FMN) and IoT networks in smart city environments. Finally, a de-

ployment architecture for accessing IoT and Legacy Assets in a Smart City Environment

for collaborative and quick disaster recovery operation is presented in paper I.
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Main Contributions

Paper A Manas Pradhan, ”Interoperability for Disaster Relief Operations in Smart

City Environments,” 2019 IEEE 5th World Forum on Internet of Things (WF-IoT),

Limerick, Ireland, 2019, pp. 711-714.

Abstract: Internet-of-Things (IoT) technologies in the past decade have matured

both in the hardware and software aspects for large-scale deployment. Alongst IoT,

the Smart Cities Concept is also taking shape. Pilot projects and implementations

in multiple cities are trying to find out the feasibility and applicability of Smart

City Information and Communications Technology (ICT). IoT assets along with the

legacy assets are essential for Smart City ICT implementations. With the evolution

of Smart Cities and concentration of people in the cities, it becomes necessary to be

ready for future Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Recovery (HADR) opera-

tions. But the huge void in heterogeneous IoT and legacy technologies create a big

hurdle in establishing and handling the HADR operations. This aim of this PhD is

to investigate the interoperability aspects amongst the various IoT technologies and

Smart City concepts. The goal is to create a framework and an architecture for al-

lowing the interoperable operation of ICT assets in a Smart City environment. This

framework would enable rapid deployment of HADR relevant technology assets on

the ground allowing multiple HADR agencies to seamlessly communicate while hav-

ing shared Situational Awareness (SA) and complementing each others capabilities.

Book Chapter B (under Publication) Christoph Fuchs, Manas Pradhan, Niranjan

Suri, Mauro Tortonesi, and Frank T. Johnsen. Architectural considerations. In Ni-

ranjan Suri, Konrad Wrona, and Zbigniew Zielinski, editors, Military applications of

Internet of Things, chapter 3. Springer, 2021.

Abstract: The emergence of Smart City initiatives in many areas of the world has

led to the rapid development and proliferation of Internet of Things (IoT) tech-

nologies. Successful deployments of IoT have resulted in the military looking at the

impacts and benefits of IoT, both for directly leveraging IoT within the military

environment as well as to interface with smart city environments for urban oper-

ations such as Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR). This chap-

ter describes the outcomes of the research focused on IoT Architectures from the
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NATO IST-147 Research Task Group’s activities. Architectural considerations both

from the civilian and the military domains are examined in order to explore inter-

operability between them in Smart City environments. Challenges related to in-

terfacing these two disparate domains are discussed and a reference architecture is

proposed, which will allow multiple partners to exchange data, share resources, and

achieve better situational awareness. The concepts discussed reuse and extend exist-

ing NATO (military) and commercial Information and Communications Technology

(ICT) architectures for faster adoption by both parties. Finally, open research chal-

lenges are discussed as future research directions.

Paper C Manas Pradhan, Niranjan Suri, Christoph Fuchs, Trude H. Bloebaum and

Michal Marks, ”Toward an Architecture and Data Model to Enable Interoperability

between Federated Mission Networks and IoT-Enabled Smart City Environments,”

in IEEE Communications Magazine, vol. 56, no. 10, pp. 163-169, October 2018.

Abstract: The emergence of smart city initiatives in many areas of the world has

led to rapid development and proliferation of Internet of Things (IoT) technologies.

Successful deployments of IoT have resulted in the military looking at the impacts

and benefits of IoT, both for directly leveraging IoT within the military environment

as well as to interface with smart city environments for urban operations such as

humanitarian assistance and disaster response. This article describes some of the

outcomes of the NATO IST-147 Research Task Group that was established to ex-

plore the military applications of IoT. Within the NATO context, the concept of fed-

erated mission networks (FMNs) enables coalition partners to plan, prepare, estab-

lish, use, and terminate mission networks in support of federated operations. In this

article, we propose an architecture and data model to enable interoperability between

FMN and IoT networks in smart city environments. We review the various bottle-

necks involved for such an environment and how a reference implementation can be

set up to allow multiple partners to exchange data for sharing resources and provide

better situational awareness. The concepts discussed reuse and improvise upon the

existing NATO and commercial IoT standards for faster adoption. Finally, open

research challenges are discussed as future research directions.

Paper D Manas Pradhan and Josef Noll, ”Security, Privacy, and Dependability Evalu-

ation in Verification and Validation Life Cycles for Military IoT Systems,” in IEEE
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Communications Magazine, vol. 58, no. 8, pp. 14-20, August 2020.

Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT) is a disruptive technology that complements

the usage of modern day information and communications technology (ICT) sys-

tems. IoT systems, with their small form and cost factor coupled with their increas-

ing reliability, have made huge inroads in all markets. Connected to some form of

interconnected networks, either to the mainstream Internet or private networks, they

enable ubiquitous and to a large extent autonomous operation. This has taken away

the idea that sensing, actuation, and computing needs to be dependent on expensive

and complicated legacy systems. Although complete discontinuation of legacy sys-

tems is still quite a long journey and would not be completely possible, IoT systems

show the waypoints as to how the ICT industry will evolve. The military domain

is not far away from adopting IoT technologies in its operational construct. The

NATO IST-147 and 176 research task groups have closely examined applicability of

IoT for federated and ubiquitous military applications. Introducing IoT devices in

the military domain requires verification and validation (V&V) of ICT systems as

per operational guidelines. This article proposes and applies a concept for security,

privacy, and dependability evaluation of IoT systems that could be used for V&V

processes. This would enable more streamlined and standardized evaluations of IoT

systems before they can be deemed usable for military contexts.

Paper E Manas Pradhan, Frank T. Johnsen, Mauro Tortonesi and Sabine Delaitre,

”Leveraging Crowdsourcing and Crowdsensing Data for HADR Operations in a

Smart City Environment,” in IEEE Internet of Things Magazine, vol. 2, no. 2, pp.

26-31, June 2019.

Abstract: The future of the world’s population concentration lies within the bounds

of urban cities. Citizens, or humans, are the most important tangible resources in

a smart city environment, and they need to be served as well as protected. The con-

cept of smart cities is trying to accomplish the idea of serving the citizens by lever-

aging the potential of information and communications technology assets. Citizens

have access to smart technologies and applications, and thus they form an indis-

pensable component to complement and supplement a smart city’s operation. Espe-

cially in humanitarian assistance and disaster recovery (HADR) operations, where

a smart city’s core infrastructure might be compromised, the assets of citizens can
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be put to use. This article aims to describe the current state of affairs for safety in

cities and humanitarian assistance in emergency situations, which require leveraging

situational awareness data. We discuss and propose mechanisms for connecting to

and utilizing Crowdsourcing and Crowdsensing data in a smart city environment,

which can assist in efficient HADR operations.

Paper F Manas Pradhan and Sushma Devaramani, ”Enabling Interoperability for ROS-

based Robotic Devices for Smart City HADR Operations,” MILCOM 2019 - 2019

IEEE Military Communications Conference (MILCOM), Norfolk, VA, USA, 2019,

pp. 1-6

Abstract: Smart Cities of the future come with the promise of betterment of human

civilization. Technology usage in Smart Cities rely heavily on Internet-of-Things

(IoT) concepts along with the legacy Information and Communications Technology

(ICT) assets. Apart from the static assets deployed across the city such as sensors,

the IoT revolution has enabled the development of cheaper yet effective robotic de-

vices. While the robots in the market are becoming more accessible enabling adop-

tion by private individuals as well as governmental agencies, there is the lack of

interoperability between the robotic devices. Especially during Humanitarian As-

sistance and Disaster Recovery (HADR) operations in Smart City environments,

robotic devices deployed from a single agency might not scale for HADR operations.

In such cases, it is necessary to ensure multi-agency sharing of robotic capabilities.

This paper proposes a ROS-based platform-independent architecture for robotic de-

vices that can be adopted by civilian and military agencies to share capabilities dur-

ing HADR operations.

Paper G Lorenzo Campioni, Rita Lenzi, Filippo Poltronieri, Manas Pradhan, Mauro

Tortonesi, Cesare Stefanelli and Niranjan Suri, ”MARGOT: Dynamic IoT Resource

Discovery for HADR Environments,” MILCOM 2019 - 2019 IEEE Military Commu-

nications Conference (MILCOM), Norfolk, VA, USA, 2019, pp. 809-814.

Abstract: Smart City services leverage sophisticated IT architectures whose assets

are deployed in dynamic and heterogeneous computing and communication scenar-

ios. Those services are particularly interesting for Humanitarian Assistance and

Disaster Relief (HADR) operations in urban environments, which could improve Sit-

uation Awareness by exploiting the Smart City IT infrastructure. To this end, an
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enabling requirement is the discovery of the available Internet-of-Things (IoT) re-

sources, including sensors, actuators, services, and computing resources, based on a

variety of criteria, such as geographical location, proximity, type of device, type of

capability, coverage, resource availability, and communication topology / quality of

network links. To date, no single standard has emerged that has been widely adopted

to solve the discovery challenge. Instead, a variety of different standards have been

proposed and cities have either adopted one that is convenient or reinvented a new

standard just for themselves. Therefore, enabling discovery across different stan-

dards and administrative domains is a fundamental requirement to enable HADR

operations in Smart Cities. To address these challenges, we developed MARGOT

(Multi-domain Asynchronous Gateway Of Things), a comprehensive solution for

resource discovery in Smart City environments that implements a distributed and

federated architecture and supports a wide range of discovery protocols.

Paper H Manas Pradhan, Christoph Fuchs and Josef Noll ”Deployment Architecture

for Accessing Smart City and Coalition Assets for Multi-Agency HADR Opera-

tions,” 2020 IEEE 6th World Forum on Internet of Things (WF-IoT), New Orleans,

LA, USA, 2020, pp. 1-6.

Abstract: The future of human civilization is evolving towards dense city environ-

ments where people concentrate for economic and strategic reasons. On parallel

lines, cities are being transformed into Smart Cities with the help of progress in

science and technology. One of the primary goals of a Smart City is to be people-

centric i.e. to serve the citizens. Due to the global climate change the necessity to

set-up methods and infrastructures to deal with disasters has become even more ur-

gent. The cities need to be prepared for future Humanitarian Assistance and Dis-

aster Recovery (HADR) Operations. The success of these operations will depend to

a large degree on the quality of Situational Awareness (SA) and the instantaneous

sharing of all relevant information among the various disaster recovery agencies.

Future HADR operations that require multi-agency or even multi-country cooper-

ation will thus be dependent on interoperability concerning information exchange.

This paper presents an architecture and system concept for fast Situational Aware-

ness (SA) assimilation and provisioning in HADR operations. The concept aims to

enable the coalition disaster recovery agencies to cooperate with each other by utilis-
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ing existing Smart City assets and parallelly deploying their own assets.

Paper I Manas Pradhan ”Federation based on MQTT for Urban HADR Operations,”

in IEEE Communications Magazine, vol. 59, no. 2, February 2021.

Abstract: Today’s age of Information and Communications Technologies (ICTs)

in urban areas revolve around the application of Internet-of-Things (IoT) and ap-

plication of IoT in Smart City constructs. IoT has enabled cheap and yet reliable

ubiquitous computing for modern day ICT needs. As a result, the military commu-

nity is actively looking into application of IoT for its operational needs. Federation

and interoperability becomes complex for IoT implementation in the huge jungle of

protocols and technologies available for IoT. This problem becomes critical in Hu-

manitarian Assistance and Disaster Recovery (HADR) Operations where multiple

agencies need to collaborate to bring quick and effective relief to disaster struck ar-

eas. Message Query Telemetry Transport (MQTT) is such an IoT-based protocol

that is widely adopted in the industry for lightweight yet reliable messaging. This

paper tries to provide an insight into federation based on MQTT with a prototype

implementation between military and civilian ICT systems. This federation concept

would enable lightweight, vendor-agnostic and interoperable message exchange while

using existing information sources and preventing stove-piped systems.

Related Work

R1 Manas Pradhan, Alexander Tiderko and Daniel Ota, ”Approach towards achieving

interoperability between military land vehicle and robotic systems,” 2017 Interna-

tional Conference on Military Communications and Information Systems (ICMCIS),

Oulu, 2017.

Abstract: The battlefield scenarios are changing around the world presenting new

challenges for the military. Battlefield environments have moved from the open to

urban and constricted spaces forcing the military to adopt new doctrines and tactics

for effective attack and defence. Whilst there have been many advances at the equip-

ment level to support the ground forces i.e. the evolution of military vehicles and

the introduction of robotic systems, there still exists a big gap in making these two
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entities work together. This gap also makes the idea of achieving a fully functional

Network-Centric Warfare (NCW) environment less feasible. The data collected by

the vehicles and robots need to be exchanged flawlessly so that the best operational

picture of the battlefield can be presented to the ground forces for taking the correct

action. Since the military operations nowadays require multinational forces conduct-

ing operations together, it is essential that the equipments from various countries

are able to interoperate with each other in a coalition environment. Furthermore,

the range of legacy sensors and other sub-systems available need to be interoperable

with the new vehicles and robots to provide the teeth to the military for conducting

operations. In order to support NATO military land vehicles for standardisation and

interoperability, the NATO Generic Vehicle Architecture (NGVA) proposes an open

architecture approach to land vehicle platform design and integration. The Robotics

and Autonomous Systems Ground (RAS-G) Interoperability Profiles (IOPs) from

the US Army, on the other hand, describe hardware and software interfaces for Un-

manned Ground Vehicles (UGVs). In this paper, we present an approach towards

achieving interoperability between the NGVA and IOP to support the future coalition

battlefields. It allows the NGVA-based military land vehicles to be able to control

UGVs and allows the exchange of ISR and other required data without any depen-

dencies and bottlenecks.

R2 Manas Pradhan, Fahrettin Gökgöz, Nico Bau and Daniel Ota, ”Approach towards

application of commercial off-the-shelf Internet of Things devices in the military

domain,” 2016 IEEE 3rd World Forum on Internet of Things (WF-IoT), Reston,

VA, 2016, pp. 245-250.

Abstract: Battlefield environments are evolving and presenting new challenges for

the military all around the world. This is pushing the necessity for evolution of mil-

itary sensor technologies at an unprecedented rate. While military contractors and

manufacturers are coming up with newer and improved technologies, the commercial

domain is growing at a much faster rate. It is high time that the military introduces

the use of Commercial off-the-Shelf (COTS) sensors due their inherent advantages.

In this paper, we present an approach towards using the COTS Internet of Things

(IOT) sensors for sensing and surveillance on Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs)

which form a part of a convoy. The data gathered is processed and distributed be-
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tween the UGVs, over the convoy vehicles and to higher echelons using existing mil-

itary communication framework extended by the MIOT architecture. The data dis-

tribution on the ground between the UGVs and convoy vehicles is carried out using

the NATO Generic Vehicle Architecture (NGVA). The publishing of consolidated

and processed data from the ground to the higher echelons like command centres is

carried out using the Multilateral Interoperability Programme (MIP) specification.

R3 Manas Pradhan, ”A Survey of Smart City Assets for Future Military Usage,” 2018

International Symposium on Networks, Computers and Communications (ISNCC),

Rome, 2018, pp. 1-6.

Abstract: The primary purpose of military anywhere around the world is to protect

and serve the people. Over the years, the role of the military has diversified which

has required the military to serve countries in several capabilities. Be it active wars,

intelligence gathering, rescue operations, anti-terrorist operations etc. , the modern

military has to play a role. Since the military has to adapt to, prepare for and re-

spond to the ever changing dynamics of people and surroundings around the world,

it becomes necessary to look into what exists currently and what will form the future.

Smart cities are such a phenomenon. The cities around the world are transform-

ing to be ”Smart”, to meet various future challenges such as population migration

and how to manage the living of such a huge number of people in a relatively small

area, improving the quality of various services delivered to citizens, saving and opti-

mizing resource utilization and so on. In such a scenario, where the population and

assets need to be protected in Smart Cities, the militaries need to get a hold of the

technologies and know the emerging trends in the smart cities. This would give the

defence sector a head-start in knowing what capabilities are and would be available

so that they are ready to employ their services alongside the Smart City solutions

and thus serve their motto optimally. This paper entails the various Smart City as-

sets from various cities as well as involved Internet-of- Things (IoT) technologies

and tries to provide a picture of what the military in future can integrate with their

solutions to serve the Smart Cities.

R4 Konrad Wrona, Manas Pradhan, Mauro Tortonesi and Niranjan Suri. ”Civil-Military

Collaboration in Smart Environments under Adversarial Conditions”. 2019 In The

First International Workshop on Internet of Things for Adversarial Environments
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(in conjunction with IEEE INFOCOM 2019) (pp. 1-6). IEEE.

Abstract: Natural disasters occur unpredictably and can range in severity from some-

thing locally manageable to large scale events that require external intervention. In

particular, when large scale disasters occur, they can cause widespread damage and

overwhelm the ability of local governments and authorities to respond. In such situ-

ations, Civil-Military Cooperation (CIMIC) is essential for a rapid and robust Hu-

manitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) operation. These type of op-

erations bring to bear the Command and Control (C2) and Logistics capabilities of

the military to rapidly deploy assets to help with the disaster relief activities. IoT,

Smart Cities, and Smart Environments can significantly improve the ability for the

military to quickly obtain Situation Awareness (SA) about the disaster and opti-

mize the planning of rescue operations and allocation of resources to achieve the

best possible effects. However, there are several interoperability and security chal-

lenges related to achieving an effective federated SA under adversarial conditions. In

particular, one of the significant threats is the ability for an adversary to exploit the

reduced effectiveness of local law enforcement, trust management, and cyber defence

capabilities, as well as the overall uncertainty in the situation, to interfere with the

HADR operation, for example, by injecting mis-information. The focus of this pa-

per is to further examine this challenge of achieving Civil-Military cooperation for

HADR operations while countering potential adversarial activities.

R5 Niranjan Suri, Zbigniew Zielinski, Mauro Tortonesi, Christoph Fuchs, Manas Prad-

han, Konrad Wrona, Janusz Furtak, Dragos Bogdan Vasilache, Michael Street, Vin-

cenzo Pellegrini, Giacomo Benincasa, Alessandro Morelli, Cesare Stefanelli, Enrico

Casini and Michal Dyk, ”Exploiting smart city IoT for disaster recovery opera-

tions,” 2018 IEEE 4th World Forum on Internet of Things (WF-IoT), Singapore,

2018, pp. 458-463.

Abstract: Disaster recovery operations are extremely challenging and place signif-

icant demands on multiple resources, including local and international emergency

response personnel, non-governmental organizations, and the military. In the im-

mediate aftermath of a disaster, one of the most pressing requirements is for situ-

ational awareness (SA) so that resources, including personnel and supplies, may be

prioritized to have the most impact and help those in the most need. As the recov-
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ery operations continue, the SA needs to be continuously updated based on changing

conditions in the affected areas. There are many sources of information to provide

SA, including reporting by the victims of the disaster as well as observations made

by responding personnel. In this context, SA can be significantly enhanced via infor-

mation obtained from Internet of Things (IoT) devices, especially in a smart city

environment. This paper explores the potential to exploit Smart City IoT capabilities

to help with disaster recovery operations.

R6 Manas Pradhan, Filippo Poltronieri and Mauro Tortonesi, ”Generic Architecture for

Edge Computing Based on SPF for Military HADR Operations,” 2019 IEEE 5th

World Forum on Internet of Things (WF-IoT), Limerick, Ireland, 2019, pp. 225-

230.

Abstract: Internet-of-things (IoT) devices have led to ubiquitous, remote and au-

tonomous computing at the edge of the networks. These devices offload sensing,

actuation and processing tasks away from the core of the network. The concept of

Smart Cities tries to leverage Edge Computing based on IoT technologies for re-

mote and distributed computing. Sieve, Process and Forward (SPF) is a Value-of-

Information (VoI) based Fog as a Service (FaaS) solution for dynamic IoT appli-

cations in Smart City scenarios. The military has been looking to utilize the SPF

platform for Edge Computing to assist in Human Assistance and Disaster Recov-

ery (HADR) operations. A recent NATO IST 147 RTG demonstration proved the

validity of SPF, but also highlighted the need of extending the current architecture

to support specific use-case scenarios for HADR systems. This paper tries to pro-

pose a generic architecture based on SPF to enable interoperability between military

C2 (Command and Control) and core computing systems to support future HADR

operations in Smart City environments.

R7 Manas Pradhan, Filippo Poltronieri and Mauro Tortonesi, ”Dynamic Resource Dis-

covery and Management for Edge Computing Based on SPF for HADR Opera-

tions,” 2019 International Conference on Military Communications and Information

Systems (ICMCIS), Budva, Montenegro, 2019, pp. 1-6.

Abstract: The Smart City concept tries to inherit the advantages of Internet-of-

Things (IoT) into its realm to function alongside the existing legacy systems. One

of the most promising aspects of IoT is Edge Computing, which tries to move the
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computing, traditionally done via a centralized infrastructure like the cloud to the

edge of the network. This allows remote deployment of IoT assets closer to the source

and application area of information enabling faster response times of action. Smart

Cities of future envision using Edge Computing to their advantage for remote and

distributed computing. Sieve, Process and Forward (SPF) is an Edge Computing

solution for dynamic IoT applications for Smart City scenarios. The military is

looking forward to use, as well as develop the SPF platform for its Edge Comput-

ing requirements. But currently, the SPF platform does not have the mechanism

for remote discovery of edge resources and their management to leverage its poten-

tial completely. This paper tries to propose a resource discovery and management

architecture and methodology for SPF to support future Human Assistance and Dis-

aster Recovery (HADR) operations in Smart City environments with the vision of

enabling interoperability between civilian and military platforms.

R8 Frank T. Johnsen et al., ”Application of IoT in military operations in a smart city,”

2018 International Conference on Military Communications and Information Sys-

tems (ICMCIS), Warsaw, 2018, pp. 1-8.

Abstract: This paper addresses a scenario where a medium sized smart city in an

Alliance nation has been struck by disaster. A small, multi-national force is de-

ployed for disaster relief. Situational awareness (SA) is important so that resources,

including personnel and supplies, may be prioritized to have the most impact and

help those in the most need. This SA can be significantly enhanced via information

obtained from Internet of Things (IoT) devices, especially in a smart city environ-

ment. This paper, which presents work performed by the NATO IST-147 “Military

Applications of Internet of Things” group, explores the potential to exploit smart

city IoT capabilities in military operations.
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PART I: Introduction

1 Introduction

“It wasn’t raining when Noah built the ark.”

- Howard Ruff, author and financial advisor

Noah knew that the flood was coming and he prepared for it to save the earthlings. He

gave a chance for life to spring back on earth. But real world does not work precisely

that way, in the sense that disasters be it natural or man-made do not let us know before-

hand that they are going to happen. They occur most of the time abruptly and when

they occur, the damages echo for a very long time. In some cases, we can predict and to

an extent prepare for them but in many, we have absolutely no prediction for such events.

Damages to lives and property vary in proportion but they do have unprecedented im-

pact on our lives. We recover from some, while some linger with us forever.

The only way to avert such disaster scenarios is to build our “ark”. Noah had his tools

and methods to build his ark which sufficed his needs. We also need tools and meth-

ods that can support the current age of Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Recovery

(HADR) operations. The circumstances around us in the 21st century have changed a

lot for the good with respect to our technological advancements. On the other hand, the

population demographics, tangible and intangible property characteristics have worsened

with respect to how and at what scale we have to enable HADR agencies to secure our

lives.

Internet-of-Things or IoT refers to: “An ecosystem of physical objects that are seamlessly

integrated into the information network, and where the physical objects can become active

participants in business processes and everyday people’s lives.” [2]. In a broad sense, IoT

encompasses everything connected to the internet or a network, where the physical ob-

jects such as simple sensors to smartphones, wearables and computing platforms are con-

nected together and talk to each other. These interconnected objects gather and analyse

information and accordingly create an action to help users perform tasks. Advancements
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in IoT technologies has affected our daily lives and the modern Information and Commu-

nication Technology (ICT) domain has adopted IoT as its integral component.

A Smart City is another such popular concept in the modern ICT deployment domains.

It is a combination of services offered to the citizens and the government, bidirectionally

to improve city functions, drive economic growth, provide inclusive and sustainable de-

velopment all around [3]. Often the terms such as “digitalisation” or “digital transforma-

tion” are used in the context of Smart Cities. The idea underlying is the use of ICT to

increase operational efficiency of the government’s functioning and share information with

the city inhabitants for their welfare [4]. It plans to counter the service needs of modern

demographics of human concentration in city and urban areas. The concept tries to build

the modern utopia of human civilizations trying to provide inclusive, distributed, horizon-

tal and vertical growth to its citizens. IoT has been one of the biggest enablers of Smart

City concepts by providing the ubiquitous computing needed for modern day ICT strate-

gies [5, 6]. Further details regarding IoT and its application for Smart Cities is provided

in Chapter 2.

While we have the tools to build our “ark” and we know how to deploy those tools, the

tools in many cases can not work with each other. It implies the lack of “interoperability”

between the ICT technologies and their subsequent usage in Smart Cities. Smart Cities

are mushrooming everywhere as isolated islands with no-to-less common components al-

lowing them to talk to each other [7]. So, when a time comes when the HADR agencies

have to deploy on the ground for post disaster operations, they would be at loss of time

and resources. Owing to stove-piped nature of Smart City components and also of the

HADR agencies, it will be a waste of their ICT capabilities. There needs to be interop-

erable architectures, frameworks and interfacing components deployed from Smart City

and HADR agencies’ ends, to enable them to ensure fast and effective disaster recovery

operations.

1.1 Use Case and Motivation

The five images 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 are used to illustrate the use cases for this the-

sis. The back ground of the use case is: “Natural Disasters around the World and their

2
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Figure 1.1: Population Growth in Urban Areas [9]

Impact on Human Civilization” [8].

Figure 1.1 shows the change in demographic landscape between the rural and urban ar-

eas since the 1960’s. Humans are always drawn to areas of prosperity, sustainability and

security (food, economic, social and political) [13]. Although selfish, its in every organ-

ism’s nature to be more comfortable. With humans its just that, we need not just food

but also inputs for other senses to perceive a complete life. Figure 1.2 on the other hand

shows where these shifts are most visible. It shows the clear divide between countries able

to industrialize faster than relatively lesser industrialized countries [14]. Population shifts

in these industrialized countries tend to be more towards urban than rural.

Another trend is shown in Figure 1.3, where the lesser industrialized countries are try-

ing to catch up and thus show a major shift in their city growths [15]. According to the

United Nations (UN), 68% of the world population is projected to live in urban areas by

2050 [16]. Many Asian, African and South American countries are now experiencing in-

clusive growth and are fast shifting towards urban rather than rural cultures.

Further, figure 1.4 shows the global annual deaths by natural disasters. As seen in the

graph, in the early 20th century, deaths due to droughts and floods contribute the most.

Partly the reason is the two world wars and the post-effect of the wars in the countries

to reconstruct themselves [17]. This hindered providing food securities and establishing

3
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Figure 1.2: Population Share in Urban Areas [9]

Figure 1.3: Growth of Urban Population in World Cities [10]
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Figure 1.4: Global Annual Deaths by Natural Disasters per Decade [11]

Figure 1.5: Economic Damage by Natural Disasters [12]
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economic and social safety leading to more deaths. Comparing that to the 21st century,

the deaths due to natural disasters contribute the most. Earthquakes and extreme tem-

perature related events have killed more people than ever. This is due to the dense and

in many cases unstructured population constructs in the urban areas which catapult the

death numbers per unit area in cities [18]. These are either immediate effects of the disas-

ters or after effects of disasters like epidemics.

Adding on, figure 1.5 similarly shows the economic losses due to the disasters. As seen,

these disasters have always immediate and post impacts [19]. These disasters will con-

tinue to grow in the coming years attributed to Global Warming and Climate Change.

Maybe such events are not directly visible to us who are very much safe and secure for

now, but they will slowly show impacts on us. Large population migrations are slowly

and in hidden crescents happening already in many African and Asian countries [20]. We

will experience greater climatic variability with depleting fresh water levels and increasing

rates of drought in coming decades.

As cities grow and people living in close proximity splurges, the chances of them being di-

rect addressees of disaster impacts also increases [21]. Similarly, the economic losses also

exponentially compound due to these dense networks of cities. A very recent event has

been COVID-19, where due to close contacts in city environments and effects of global-

ization has led to situation of human and economic losses in forms not experienced before

[22].

While cities ensure the securities to its populations, the underlying population inflows are

a waiting time-bomb which can explode anytime [23]. Social disorders, public unrest, lack

of resources to feed and sustain huge human concentrations will be the side-effects of ur-

banisation. According to the European Union (EU) urbanisation will grow upto 83.7 %

by 2050 which would put severe constraints on natural resources leading to further envi-

ronmental degradation [24]. People will have to live in closer bounded areas with more

vertical accommodations rather than horizontal. Urban areas will get more congested

with urban mobility restricted, increased social inequalities, and segregation and deplet-

ing heath of citizens. These indicators raise an alarm for the future of humans in the ur-

ban areas.
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The scale of effects of man-made disasters also compounds in densely populated envi-

ronments. Nuclear fallouts such as the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster is a prime

example of a compounded disaster. An earthquake caused a Tsunami which caused the

widespread destruction in Fukushima. Following that the nuclear power plant meltdown

added to the woes. This fallout not only had local implications but large scale and long

term world wide effects such as radiation leaking into the oceans [25]. The German city

of Aachen close to the Tihange nuclear plant in Belgium started distributing Iodine tablets

fearing nuclear fallout in 2017 [26]. Industrial disasters end up killing and maiming large

populations at an instant for which populations are not often ready [27].

The inferences based on the discussion presented are the following:

• What can we do to make our cities safer?

• How to provide sustainability to future populations?

• How can we prepare to prevent and recover from disasters?

• How industrialization and technological achievements can be used to aid HADR op-

erations?

There have been multiple progresses in this regard. As discussed in Section 1, the concept

of Smart Cities aims for this inclusive and sustainable growth while providing safety and

security for its citizens [28]. HADR directives and protocols are instrumental to every

city and municipality in some degree [29]. Ensuring Public Safety and Security through

organisations such as police, firefighters, military etc. have become part of the agenda

through policies tailored for HADR ops and the economic resources made available for it.

Medical services from both government and non-government organisations (NGOs) are

constantly updated and tested out to remain prepared for such exigencies [30]. HADR

agencies through governments, businesses and civil societies plan for and try to reduce

the impact and aftermath of disasters. HADR capabilities of agencies allow them to react

during and after a disaster to provide relief and enable an environment for rehabilitation

to the affected.

7
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Further, the concept of IoT as discussed has become an integral concept in Smart City

and industrial deployment through the integrated ICT constructs. Thus, establishing this

Interoperability is extremely important for the HADR and ICT context for provide fast

and effective relief to the citizens. Agencies have their own capabilities built around their

organisational construct and often lack all the resources needed in such crunch times. So,

they need to talk and exchange information, and complement each others’ capabilities.

Their digitization and thus their ICT capabilities need to interface to each other. The

following sections detail the scope and the questions related to interoperability for HADR

agencies.

1.2 Scope

The discussion of the intended research background and motivation shows the nature and

importance of establishing interoperability for future HADR operations. Most of the re-

search done in this regard and discussed in this thesis are a result of hands-on experience

with operational systems, methods and strategies used for HADR operations. In particu-

lar, working with multi-national interoperability mechanisms within the scope of follow-

ing:

• NATO IST-147 Working Group for Military Applications of IoT

• NATO IST-176 Working Group for Federated Interoperability of Command and

Control (C2) Systems

• German Red Cross

• German Armed Forces

• IEEE IoT Consortium for Smart Cities Working Group

• IEEE Working Group: Standard for Smart City Component Systems Discovery and

Semantic Exchange of Objectives

HADR agencies encompass a whole lot of governmental and NGOs with every organisa-

tion having its processes and deployment methods. In addition, many of these organisa-
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tions do not let information related to their ICT systems and operational protocols be

public. This is due to the safety and security concerns of their organisational protocols

[31, 32].

The observation with regards to the operational systems and working processes clearly

indicate stovepiped systems and organisational processes widespread across nations. Al-

though, there has been a lot of effort to converge such systems by applying standard-

ization methods, such convergence takes a long time. Even if they are interfaced using

some standards, in the background, still there are existing silos which are very difficult

to bridge [33]. So, a “single solution” that solves all interoperability issues is practically

“just not possible” [34, 35]. Partly, the reason for this is the jungle of multiple compo-

nents involved with ICT systems and economics involved within the organisations. Using

all standardized hardware, software, organisational working processes, information ex-

change mechanisms etc. where the overall systems are “plug-and-play” systems where

every organisation comes and joins to interact, is still a far way ahead.

The next section presents the research methods used during the thesis development. Based

on the analysis and implementation methodologies, various interoperability PoCs were

tested in lab as well as field environments. As an end result, this thesis tries to provide

a general methodology and research scenario for interoperability between accessible ICT

systems while working with the mentioned organisations. But at the same time, the de-

ployments and PoCs presented are based on state-of-the-art operational systems, which if

intended by the HADR agencies can be adopted and reused.

1.3 Method of the thesis

Based on the background discussion and scope of the research for the dissertation, meth-

ods for conducting of the research need to be identified. This is needed in order to formu-

late and lay down the waypoints based on which the research follows on. As mentioned in

the thesis structure, the thesis follows the IMRAD (Introduction, Methods, Results, and

Discussion) structure for presenting the thesis [1]. Thus all the publications, hypothesis

and inferences presented in the dissertation follow this structure.

9
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Further on, the primary method used for thesis derivatives are based on scientific research

methods underlined in [36], [37] and [38]. The methods infer the Computing Research

Methods (CRM) in engineering and ICT development disciplines to facilitate collabo-

rative exploration of the research content. It covers the Epistemological and Ontologi-

cal orientations of research philosophies [39] which revolves around knowledge and how

to reach it. It might even be inferred as the “ontology of knowledge”. It tries to present

what knowledge is possible and what is not, its scope and legitimacy.

The nature and kind of research involved in the dissertation requires one to aware of the

“existing reality” since disasters and human lives are a reality. This domain of research

needs mechanisms to avoid loss of human lives and thus needs to be closer to reality. It

requires following the Ontological approach which lets sticking close to real-world func-

tions [40]. On the other hand, considering the futuristic nature of evolving ICT systems

and the capabilities that can be exploited to assist human civilization, requires to follow

the Epistemological approach [41]. Research for HADR operations is an interdisciplinary

research domain combining topics and components from computer science such as com-

munications, software engineering, human factors, sociological, security and privacy etc.

Investigations thus involve using a mixture of various methods to drill into the respective

phenomenon. The combination of methods is then used to zero-on results, so resulting in

a clearer picture of a phenomenon.

Below is the brief description of the methods used:

1. The scientific method: It involves observation of problem use-case, proposing a vi-

able solution or theory, analyzing and validating proposed solution.

2. The engineering method: It is a more objective or practical solution based approach

which includes observing existing solutions, proposing and building better solutions,

and finally measuring and analyzing the solutions engineered.

These further incorporate sub-methods such as:

1. Action Research (AR): It allows for collaborative research with multiple inside and

outside the organisation/community scope. It involves proposing theories within the

practical domain and testing out the theories using experiments [42].

10
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2. Descriptive/Exploratory Survey (ES) : It allows for discovery of ideas and insights

defining underlying issues, areas for potential growth, multiple courses of action,

and prioritizing areas [43].

3. Case Study (CS): It involves taking up a problem case and performing in-depth,

and detailed examination of a particular case. It takes up a real-time phenomenon

within its naturally occurring context, with the goal that context will provide a so-

lution to the problem case [44].

4. Concept Implementation/Proof of Concept (PoC): It is is concerned with the users

or the direct benefactors of research, developing something for the research context

which is directly usable and not just for knowledge production [45]. It tries to un-

derstand and work within real world conditions or context and provide solutions

through implementations for these real-world solutions.

5. Field Experiment (FE): it involves studies using experimental design that occur

in a natural settings and are applicable in real-time, not just in ideal laboratory

conditions [46]. Field experiments enable delivering actionable tools to practitioners

or users which is critical for the use-cases presented in dissertation.

1.3.1 Research Questions

Based on the research methods identified in 1.3, first the problem space and hypothesized

solution approaches were identified using the scientific and engineering i.e. a combination

of CS, ES, AR, PoC and FE methods. Correspondingly the following research questions

were formulated:

• Question 1: What are the different methods and architectures for ICT deployment

that can be used by HADR agencies?

- This research looked into the general literature and hands-on operational back-

ground working with military and other agencies for operational methods of deploy-

ment and utilization of technology assets for HADR ops. The inferences of these

findings were used to create and test out proposed architectures as presented in

11
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(Goal 1, G2(c), G3(c) and G4(c)). This involves deployment of the architectures

with the ICT assets and providing the interoperability aspects of the architectures.

• Question 2: What are the hindrances faced by the HADR agencies when being

deployed in real-time environments?

- Following the methods and architectures identified in Question 1, this research

looked into the overall hindrances of HADR operations. It is related specifically to

ICT usage with focus on interoperability aspects inter- and intra-HADR agencies.

It involved looking at literature as well as hands-on experimentations with ICT sys-

tems available within the scope of the thesis. The (Goals G1(b) and G2) propose

solutions based on the hindrances identified and provide PoC implementations to

show how these hindrances can be avoided.

• Question 3: How can concepts of IoT and Smart Cities be utilized to further the

goal of HADR operations?

- This question targeted the evolving domain of IoT and Smart Cities and finding

the use-case and applicability for HADR operations. It involved exploring the hard-

ware and software aspects as well as their security and privacy related abilities for

inclusion within the existing asset infrastructures and processes of HADR agencies.

The (Goal 3 and 4) demonstrate the working use-cases and case study application

in providing better Situation Awareness (SA) to HADR agencies.

• Question 4: How can the end users from cities or citizens and agencies’ human

assets be brought into the HADR operations scenario?

- Humans either from cities or agencies are a necessary component of any HADR

operation. This question targets the issue of gaining information from human sources

who work closely with the deployed ICT assets. (Goal 4) shows the requirements

and applying the concepts developed from the requirements for working prototypes.

Figure 1.6 shows the keywords presenting the overall topics related to research questions

dealt in the thesis. The keywords are grouped together based on related topics of the re-

search goals as presented in 1.3.2. Each research goal is associated with an end deliver-

able, and one or more measurable and achievable outcomes.
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Figure 1.6: Components for Goals based on Research Questions
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1.3.2 Goals

Based on the research questions and keywords identified, the following goals are envi-

sioned and proposed under the scope of the dissertation:

• Goal 1: Explore ICT deployment architectures from various settings.

The expected outcomes of this goal is identified as:

– G1 (a): List of deployed technologies and its corresponding components from

HADR agencies and Smart Cities.

– G1 (b): Identify hierarchy and nature of interaction between the ICT compo-

nents, their advantages and disadvantages.

– G1 (c): List of available services, data, APIs and accessible devices.

– G1 (d): Propose, implement and discuss an architecture for HADR operations.

• Goal 2: Identify and analyze the service flows and data exchange mechanisms be-

tween the ICT components and thus derive the showstoppers.

The expected outcomes of this goal is identified as:

– G2 (a): List service interaction methods within and between the HADR agen-

cies, their shortcomings and mitigation strategies.

– G2 (b): List service interaction methods between the HADR agencies and the

cities, their shortcomings and mitigation strategies.

– G2 (c): Identify and implement services with data flows between the participat-

ing components for PoC HADR operations.

• Goal 3: Explore the IoT domain and its applicability to assist HADR agencies.

Correspondingly identify the Smart City assets with focus on using them for real-

time interaction with HADR agencies’ assets.

The expected outcomes of this goal is identified as:

– G3 (a): Identify IoT-enabled technologies w.r.t the data exchange mechanisms,

existing usability and applicability, security and privacy, and service engineering.

– G3 (b): Analyse Smart City deployments, list and analyse methods to leverage

Smart City services.
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Table 1.1: Mapping of Research Questions to corresponding Research Goals

– G3 (c): Implement PoC for IoT enabled services while consuming data flows

from city components while ensuring interoperability with HADR agencies’ ICT

assets.

• Goal 4: Identify and analyze methods and implementations to involve end users

and citizens in HADR operations.

The expected outcomes of this goal is identified as:

– G3 (a): Identify how HADR agencies leverage their ground responders to provide

SA data.

– G3 (b): Identify how Smart Cities tailor and exploit end user services to directly

obtain data from them.

– G3 (c): Provide PoC implementation showing how end users’ contributions can

be leveraged in real-time while establishing interoperability between the interacting

services.

The mapping between the research questions, the research goals and the corresponding

research methods are shown in Table 1.1.

The research goals (Goal 1-4) are expected to be achieved through the scientific contribu-

tions of the thesis and are detailed in Part I and Part II. The details of how the research

goals are addressed are discussed in Chapter 3. Table 4.1 provides metrics of the grade of

achievement with respect to the research goals.
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2 Contextual Background & State of Knowledge

“The Achilles’ heel of emergency management is lack of interoperability. Since the be-

ginning of the use of radio communications by police and fire and other first responders,

hundreds of lives and untold dollars in damage to property can be attributed to slow re-

sponses because of communications problems”

- Mark Hammond, Deputy Director of Monroe

County’s Department of Homeland Security

and Emergency Management

Chapter 1 presented the underlying problem scenarios and the associated research ques-

tions that are investigated in this thesis. The core of the thesis lies around engineering

components related to “IoT, Smart Cities’ ICT, end users and enabling their interoper-

ability”. Details regarding the components built around HADR operations with focus on

interoperability is described in this chapter.

2.1 IoT

IoT has its roots dating back to 1982, when a Coca-Cola vending machine at Carnegie

Mellon University was modified to be connected to the Internet. It became the first Internet-

connected appliance which could report its inventory and whether newly loaded drinks

were cold or not [47]. Further down the line, Mark Weiser in 1991 presented a paper on

ubiquitous computing: “The Computer of the 21st Century” [48]. He discussed the future

possibility of ubiquitous devices owned as personal computers by people of very small size

scales. He predicted architectural and technological trends to grow in near future to sup-

port this idea of personal ubiquitous computing. Academic venues such as UbiComp and

PerCom presented the initial vision, challenges, possible usage scenarios and technologi-

cal building blocks of the IoT [49]. In 1999, the term IoT was first documented by Kevin

Ashton where he used the term to describe a system connected to the Internet via a ubiq-

uitous network of data sensors [50].

What it basically infers is that, IoT presents a concept for universal ubiquitous comput-
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ing where physical objects such as hardware platforms, sensors, actuators etc. are con-

nected via some network, more specifically the Internet. Although, this definition pre-

sented the concept or role of IoT in its inception. In the early stages, the perception of

IoT was limited to prototypes and limited specialized applications. The industry was not

accepting it as a core of its deployment strategies. They were thought to be unreliable

experimental devices which had limited performance and usability. But then came the

Internet revolution with World Wide Web (WWW) becoming a use for everyday and ev-

erybody, and correspondingly the mobile Internet. Everyday homes and users had access

to Internet which meant they could reach out to any resource, be it a person or a tech-

nology asset connected over the Internet [51]. Kevin Ashton in 2009 wrote in the RFID

Journal [52]: “The Internet of Things has the potential to change the world, just as the

Internet did. Maybe even more so.”

In today’s scenario, IoT means much more than just physical devices connected to the

Internet. IoT has turned out to be a disruptive technology impacting all domains of tech-

nology as well as applications. One of the primary reasons for this, is the rise of Commercial-

of-the-Shelf (COTS) low-cost embedded computers able to perform at fraction of the

costs as compared to legacy specialized micro-computers. Along with it, the ecosystem

for the associated platform additions such as Graphical Processing Units (GPUs), sen-

sors, actuators, network technologies etc. have enabled the access of these IoT devices by

private individuals as well industry [5, 53].

In 2015, Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) presented a report envi-

sioning and showcasing the various domains and applications of IoT for the foreseeable

future [54]. Figure 2.1 shows the various categories of domains, their associated users,

enablers for the domains, possible devices involved, the resulting applications and infras-

tructures needed.

As shown in figure 2.1, the physical aspect of devices does still form the core of IoT pro-

viding low-cost computing with other advantages such as [55]:

1. Low power consumption owing to their embedded and scaled down design as com-

pared to traditional computing devices used.

2. Ability to be powered on and run for long cycles using minimal battery power or
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Figure 2.1: Envisoned Domains and Applications for IoT [54]

more innovative power sources such as solar panels, piezoelectric transducers etc.

3. Platform boards able to provide Input/Output (I/O) interfaces to integrate many

other add-ons such as sensors, actuators, radio antennas etc.

4. Ability to be left unattended on the field of operations with Wireless Sensor Net-

work (WSN) configurations for self management, recovery, fault-tolerance and inter-

facing external systems.

As shown in figure 2.1, traditional physical IoT devices such as the Sensor layer has di-

versified to include more potential devices such as engine monitoring and management

systems in cars, radiation and chemical detection sensors, sensors for detecting audio

inputs, laser scanners etc. But apart from the traditional physical IoT devices, there

are other aspects for ICT that have developed. Concepts such as Smart Phones, Smart

Homes, Smart Watches, connected vehicles, Smart Robots etc. have added a new dimen-

sion of application and deployment for IoT technologies. These “Smart devices” use the
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embedded sensors such as a Smart Home system using a temperature sensor for monitor-

ing ambient home temperature.

As a result, new form of IoT devices have penetrated into everyday people’s lives and

have enabled for a “Smarter Society” supported by digitization and connectivity. IoT is

no longer limited to laboratory and experimental environments but has been applied to

commercial and large scale implementations. Concepts such as Industry 4.0 has incorpo-

rated IoT as an integral component for future digitization and automation of the tradi-

tional analog machines and has been one of the key pushers for such innovation [56]. In-

formation Technology (IT) is being merged with Operational Technology (OT) systems to

create a seamless ICT layer opaque to changes and upgrades to underlying components.

Due to the massive amount of data generated by these IoT devices, analysis and action

based on data has also becomes more complex. Analytics based on IoT device inputs

such as anomaly detection based on sensor readings, tracking and locating supply chain

inventories, analysis of Smart Home user behavior has gained more inroads. There is a

huge need for on-demand computing services where applications, storage and process-

ing power can be readily accessed since all capabilities are not available at the source.

Cloud computing is such a concept in modern ICT infrastructure set-up which provides

these resources with minimal to no user intervention. It provides an abstraction to end-

users needing services related to data storage, servers, networking, software etc. which

the users does not house themselves. Users access these services or functionalities with

remote access to central cloud hosting them [57]. As a result, we see today cloud tech-

nologies being used on every layer of Enterprise Architecture (EA) and Enterprise Inte-

gration (EI) with support for existing or predicted inflow of IoT data. Just creation of

data at the device end is no more the goal of IoT-computing but to make sense of the

data is what is driving the trend today. Data Science tracks in industry and academia

are getting pushed for data management, visualisation and prediction. Cloud computing

has now diverted from being centralised in nature to being distributed to the edge [58].

Edge computing as we know of it today, caters to this “as close to the source” analysis

of data and dissemination of analytics rather than pushing all the data to a centralised

cloud [59]. Domains in supply chain, manufacturing, retail, healthcare are using IoT en-

abled operations for predicting trends and events, adding value to the legacy services.

IoT has become more like “Smart Objects” which is enabling “Smart Operations” aided
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by advances in automation and Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies. IoT terminology

has taken up many forms due to advances in its applications and characteristics such as

Internet of Medical Things (IoMT), Industrial IoT (IIoT), Internet of Battlefield Things

(IoBT), Ocean of Things etc. All of these new advancements are further supported by ef-

forts in standardisation for IoT technologies such as standards for connectivity and data

exchange, security and privacy, infrastructure set-up etc. [60]

All of these standardisation measures come with their goals and limitations w.r.t Quality

of Service (QoS) and Quality of Information (QoI) for IoT devices. Different applications

have different service requirements related to performance, delay and latency, reliabil-

ity, scalability, safety and security [61]. Especially for IoT devices which are deployed in

many critical applications, such demands dictate how and where these IoT technologies

can be used. Similarly, QoI requirements decide the timeliness, accuracy, appropriate-

ness and completeness of information. The trust level of an information delivered from an

IoT device device decides how and where it can be put to use [62]. For example, in the

healthcare domain, a patient’s stats need to be delivered reliably and with lowest delay.

At the same time, it needs to be ensured that the quality and preciseness of the data is

maintained since a patient’s life depends on it. So, a standard appropriate to the health

application use-case is needed which can guarantee such QoS and QoI requirements.

IoT technologies, thus are maturing to support and innovate the IoT ecosystem and the

range of new application requirements. The following sub-sections (2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3)

describe some of these aspects.

2.1.1 Protocols

IoT devices come with their special needs. While they offer compact, flexible, reliable and

low power consumption computing, these requirements cause issues with the traditional

communication and data exchange protocols.

As mentioned earlier, the physical device layer concept of IoT started initially with WSNs

and mesh networks with focus on Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication. Under

this concept, isolated islands of IoT devices connected explicitly to each other provided
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the use case and requirements for developing IoT specific protocols. But with time, the

application areas for IoT diversified leading to special requirements for IoT protocols.

Some of these requirements are [63]:

1. Moving to decentralized from centralized deployments.

2. Low power consumption of the physical devices means that the devices have to pro-

cess lesser data and induce lower overheads while communicating.

3. Minimal delay between message reception and acknowledgement.

4. Ability to handle lost and delayed packets in transmission.

5. Support for routing over wireless and wired connections.

6. Support for asynchronous communication.

7. Support for existing protocols such as Ethernet, Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP),

HTTP Secured (HTTPs), Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and the Internet

Protocol (IP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP) etc.

8. Ability to communicate using existing radio protocols such as WiFi, Cellular (2G,

3G, 4G) networks, Bluetooth, Infrared, Near Field Communication (NFC) etc.

9. Support for data exchange patterns such as request/response, publish/subscribe etc.

10. Support for tiny Microcontrollers (MCUs) to high performance systems.

11. Support for network and data security mechanisms such as encryption, authenti-

cation and authorization, access control, Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), Crypto-

graphic security protocols such as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer

Security (TLS ) etc.

Based on these requirements, either new IoT protocols were conceived or else, changes

were made to the existing protocols to make them suitable for IoT applications [63]. Dif-

ferent standards to meet IoT’s needs are offered by standardisation organisations such the
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Figure 2.2: Mapping of IP to IoT Protocols

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the Institute of Electrical and Electronics En-

gineers (IEEE), and the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). Figure 2.2 shows

some of these popularly used IoT protocols w.r.t to the existing TCP/IP protocol suite.

Most of the IoT devices support the full range of TCP/IP suite apart from the special-

ized use of IoT specific protocols. Below is a brief description for some of these IoT pro-

tocols relevant to the context of the thesis work:

1. Application Layer Protocols:

• Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) is a lightweight publish/subscribe

messaging protocol having a small code footprint and requiring low network

bandwidth [64]. It uses either a broker based mechanism or a client/server

mechanism to facilitate exchanging messages between clients (publishers and

subscribers). Messages are labelled and organised by topics to which clients

publish and subscribe to. It can run using both TCP/IP and UDP protocols.

• Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) is a client-server document transfer

protocol like HTTP supporting both request-response and publish-subscribe

mechanisms for multicast, low overhead communications [65]. CoAP can run

on most devices that support UDP and supports UDP security features to pro-

tect information.

• Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) is a TCP based publish-subscribe

message exchange protocol [66]. It uses a broker in the middle for relying in-
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formation between the clients. But it is not is not reliable for lower band-

widths and does not support discovery mechanisms.

• Data Distribution Service (DDS) publish-subscribe data-centric middleware

protocol [67]. It uses topics to exchange information between the clients but

with no broker or mediator in between. All data rests on wire supported by

multiple Quality-of-Service (QoS) profiles over TCP/IP and UDP.

2. Network Layer Protocols:

• 6 Low Power Wireless Personal Area Network (6LoWPAN) is a low-power ra-

dio communication standard for devices that support IEEE 802.15.4 radios

[68]. Using encapsulation and header compression mechanisms, IPV6 packets

can be efficiently sent in small IEEE 802.15.4 frames. It is highly interopera-

ble with communication platforms using Ethernet, WiFi, sub 1 GHz Industrial,

Scientific, and Medical (ISM) radio channels, Bluetooth Smart etc. making it

operate independently over the underlying physical layer.

3. Link Layer Protocols:

• 802.15.4 is a IEEE radio technology operating on unlicensed, international fre-

quency band supporting low data rates, low complexity and low power con-

sumption [69]. It belongs to the class of Low-rate Wireless Personal Area Net-

works (LR-WPANs) and forms the basis for LoRaWAN. It is used for appli-

cations where remote, unattended sensors need to operate on battery power,

possibly for years.

• Bluetooth Low Energy is a derivation from traditional Bluetooth radio tech-

nology enabling low power consumption Personal Area Networks (PAN) while

maintaining similar range to traditional Bluetooth [70]. Bluetooth mesh pro-

files use this radio technology to communicate with other Bluetooth Low En-

ergy devices.

• Long Range Wide Area Network (LoRaWAN): It is a radio technology that

uses the licence-free ISM sub-GHz bands [71]. It enables long-range but with

low data rate transmission using the spread spectrum modulation techniques

derived from Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS) technology [72]. Communication
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features include bi-directional communication, end-to-end security, mobility

and localization services.

These protocols at different layers of the existing IP stack enable integrators and

service providers to exploit the “physical IoT world” of devices and marry them to

the existing ICT domain. Backward compatibility and ability of the IoT protocols

to co-exist with existing IP protocols provide the flexibility to use appropriate IoT

protocols for required business domains. Especially, provided the fact that most of

these protocols have been built over the existing IP protocols such as IPV6, enables

standardisation agencies to leverage the advantages of the existing stack and use

them further with co-existence of the new IoT protocols.

The main challenge with such a great variety of IoT protocols is: “which protocol

is the best fit for the application scenarios”. The answer to such a question requires

investigation of the protocols for their properties such as performance, reliability,

bandwidth consumption, range etc. for the individual layer of application. The the-

sis can provided an insight into which IoT protocols are considered for HADR ap-

plications and how to federate between them.

The following subsection 2.1.2 further describes the architectural concepts which try

to leverage the potential of IoT technologies.

2.1.2 Architectures

In order to support this new dimension of IoT devices, corresponding architectures were

built to incorporate the IoT domain into the existing ICT domain. It meant adding more

abstraction and middleware layers to interface the existing backend and Internet-enabled

technologies. They incorporate the adaption to new characteristics, requirements, and

constraints from stakeholders and applications involving the IoT ecosystem [73, 74]. It

can be co-related to the protocol suite shown in figure 2.2 where different protocols pro-

vide different levels of functionality catering to the need of the individual applications.

Apart from the protocols, the application constructs for the IoT domain is also different

such as:

1. Use of IoT protocol specific APIs.
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2. Use of middleware technologies to interface the legacy applications and technolo-

gies.

3. Adjusting business models and corresponding QoS and QoI expectations.

4. Adapting to the security, privacy and access control issues that come with use of

IoT devices and their constraints of processing power and unreliable connectivity.

5. Providing service abstraction layers through Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)

approaches [75]. SOA provides service descriptions or meta-data with which service

consumers and service providers consume or provide the service. These loosely cou-

pled, self-contained and self-descriptive services act like black boxes to end users

which the users should not be concerned about. It makes the domain accessibility

through APIs more flexible to the end users since the end users should not be both-

ered about the end devices but instead should be ingesting analysed and required

data.

6. Enabling distributed data management to address the needs of application-specific

models.

7. Taking computing to the edge i.e. remote and close to the end device computing

instead of just using centralised computing strategies such as the ones used for tra-

ditional cloud computing.

8. Providing a layered approach for IoT data and physical device access through the

abstraction services.

9. Incorporating interoperability solutions as a core approach to make the service end

points extensible and future-proof.

10. Emphasis on using open standards rather than using proprietary standards since

the IoT technologies are still maturing and there is still along way ahead for stable

solutions to be put in place.

11. Network management approaches such as Software-defined Networking (SDN) to

separate the network control plane from the forwarding plane. Such approaches en-

able dynamic, automated provisioning of network configuration to improve network

performance and monitoring [76].
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Figure 2.3: Basic Representation of IoT Architecture Concepts [77, 78]

Figure 2.3 shows the basic representation of architectural concepts for IoT deployment.

Its components are:

1. Perception: This is the lowest layer of the hierarchy where all the sensing and ac-

tuation end of IoT resides interacting with the domain specific environment. It cre-

ates the raw data based on its sensing and control feedback.

2. Computation: This represents the computation end where all the IoT platforms

such as MCUs reside. These platforms either host on-board perception devices or

else collect them from independent sources creating meaning of the collected raw

data through filtering and analysis.

3. Communication: After the data is ready, it needs to be sent out using the com-

munication layer. These radios can be on the IoT platform itself on other connected

communication devices. These IoT radios then further are connected to a more sta-

ble backend network such the conventional broadband or cellular networks to con-

nect to the Internet and push the data higher up.

4. Application: This layer represents the place where the consumed data is trans-

formed for end user usage. The middleware platforms transform the data from the
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IoT devices into a format that is standardised or is based on existing API function-

ality. The Cloud and Edge platforms then can implement various business use cases

doing operations related to machine learning, predictive analysis etc. [59]

5. Services: Another underlying concept for any IoT architecture is the concept of

exposing IoT deployment components as services [79, 80]. Concepts of SOA has

been around since long and with IoT, the idea of distributed computing with “mi-

croservices” has come into fore [81]. IoT is being used “as-a-service” to magnify

the cost and efficiency benefits. The concept is synonym to Cloud models such as

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) where each of the

IoT layers can be exposed for the business models to be used as services.

6. Business: Business layer represents where the demand and requirements come

from. To the end user, what matters is the end result what can be seen and ac-

cessed. The end user processes decide what the requirements for the a business

model is and accordingly the lower layers adapt. For example, a cloud application

can consume large chunks of hourly data from a electric grid. But in the end, the

user might only be interested in a predictive analysis of what the next years’ con-

sumption might be. So, accordingly, based on cost, performance and other eco-

nomics estimates the lower layers have to be adapted to suit into that specific busi-

ness goal.

As seen from these components, the “IoT Architecture Stack” provides a range of pos-

sibilities for the IoT domain. Each layer can be used independently or in conjunction

with the existing or legacy ICT domain components. “Services” being the driver of ICT

deployments, enables leveraging such an IoT architecture for integration for any given

use-case or domain. As of today, multiple such architectures from multiple standardis-

ation organisations and companies exist, making it difficult to adopt just one for all as-

sumed HADR use-cases. An insight into issues for using existing IoT architectures for the

HADR context is provided in section 2.5. Further, subsection 2.1.3 below describes an

application area where IoT is used, relevant to the HADR context.
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Figure 2.4: Mission Critical Applications for IoT

2.1.3 Applications in Critical Domains

As discussed, the growing trend of IoT lies with data-driven applications enabled by em-

bedded automation and intelligent adaptive systems. Supported by the growing ecosys-

tem of standardised IoT solutions, large-scale industry driven deployment has added to

its reliability and proven efficacy. The result can be seen reflected in the applications

which are mission critical i.e. which require a continuous and reliable functioning for a

business functionality to be successful [82]. If mission-critical applications experience even

a brief delay or downtime, the range of undesirable consequences are likely to be critical.

A mission-critical app’s failure to function may bring damages in big financial terms or

else, as for the case in the thesis, loss in human lives. Programs such as IoBT from the

US Army has shown the path and intent of IoT use in such mission critical applications

[83]. Figure 2.4 shows the domains of interest classified for mission critical applications

relevant to the context of the thesis.

One critical component of IoT application in mission critical domains is the safety and se-

curity of the applications in the corresponding domains. Mechanisms are needed to estab-

lish trust for individual assets and support resilience of participating systems especially

where ICT domain can comprise interconnection to legacy systems [84]. Maintaining in-
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tegrity of the data exchanges over the IoT connectivity along with ensuring trusted data

and information provenance need to be supported at system inception. Any incursion of

incorrect and malicious data can severely harm the continuity and effectiveness of an op-

eration. IoT assets need to be tested, verified and validated for use corresponding to the

critical domain needs which are dynamic and adversarial in nature.

In an event of emergency, such IoT-based critical applications need to function reliably.

Especially when applied to domains of Public Safety and Security, the applications need

to ensure correct SA to the HADR responders while reducing costs, ensuring security and

integrity, and increasing operation efficiency. C2 systems display the overall scenario with

reports collected by these applications along with the human operators. Based on these

C2 SA data, the decision makers need to take the appropriate calls how to deal with the

issue in hand. Actuation and operational protocols get activated based on the type of the

event reported. Accordingly, correct responders are sent on site.

An example is: when a fire needs to be controlled in an area. The buildings with fire

alarm sensors report fire and dangerous gas emissions which are then sent across to the

C2 systems through appropriate connectivity mediums such as a Long Term Evolution

(LTE) or a WiFi network. The report is corroborated with inputs from the cameras mounted

in buildings and streets. The decision makers actuate a fire response using the C2 sys-

tem, sending the police and firefighting units to the area. Following which the health-

care responders are also sent to assist the victims seeking medical attention. IoT de-

vices help the workers serve affected people by engaging IoT devices to monitor vitals

of the injured, offloading the workload of the health workers. If a large scale devasta-

tion has occurred then the appropriate supply and logistics need to be sent the area who

can be tracked in real-time using the IoT Global Positioning System (GPS) sensors. End

users’ inputs are provided using users’ IoT (Smart) devices such as Smartphones report-

ing trapped and injured people. Transportation services based on automated response

systems evacuate and move the people to safer areas while using IoT based systems such

as cameras and PANs, to track and monitor the evacuation. The grid has to then step in

for energy management in the affected area by restoring electricity in affected areas by

using IoT sensors and also diverting electricity to areas of rehabilitation.

Although the above example shows a particular scenario, it shows the potential and pos-
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sible opportunities that IoT can be useful for. Some of the underlying challenges related

to use of IoT in mission critical applications stems from the age and maturity of IoT

technologies. IoT is still relatively new in the ICT landscape as compared to legacy tech-

nologies used for mission critical applications. Although there is a huge surge in commer-

cial adoption, using IoT for critical applications by defence, security and HADR agencies

needs quite a lot of assessment related to standardisation, performance, reliability, safety

and security. So, there is still a gap for establishing trustworthiness of IoT use. But con-

sidering that IoT technologies are becoming more reliable, affordable and standardised,

such mission critical applications are looking at a more inclusive adoption of IoT.

The below subsection 2.2 describes another such domain of IoT application relevant to

the HADR context.

2.2 Smart Cities

In 1.1, the issue with modern population moving towards dense, packed urban areas which

would create issues in the coming future was presented. Smart City initiatives intend

to address this future problem by involving public and private body “partnerships” and

“collaboration” through “Digital ICT platforms”. These collaborations and partnerships

with all bodies involved in a city’s functioning tries to bridge the gap between the actual

expectations and available amenities. This digitalisation involves connecting and improv-

ing infrastructures, both digital and analog, from all organisations alike, under a single

framework for a city. The analog infrastructures refer to the existing assets and services

from the city which are yet to be connected to the city’s ICT domain.

The Smart City concepts again within its domain involves concepts such as [85]:

1. Smart Living: Enabled by the “Smart Devices” such as Smart Homes, Smart

Phones, Smart Watches, this idea tries improving lives of people. Technology in-

teraction is the core component which combines sensing with physical action to aid

behavior analysis, data analytics, security etc. One such example is home lighting

solutions which monitor the lights in a house and associate that with motion detec-

tion sensors to switch on or off lights, helping to save energy.
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2. Smart Mobility: It involves connecting and digitisation of public and private

transport infrastructure for increasing energy efficiency, low-emissions, safe, com-

fortable and cheap mobility. Apart from that, it also includes services for car and

ride sharing, walking, biking, roadside assistance etc. It envisions a future with

“Zero Emissions, Zero Accidents, Zero Ownership” [86].

3. Smart Governance: It aims at providing transparent, cooperative and democratic

governance function which is “made for the people, made by the people, and an-

swerable to the people” [87]. It relies on interconnected smart objects and cyber-

physical systems for delivering efficient and effective performance of public tasks.

“E-governance” is also a term used in this regard which provides electronic access

to government tools and dissemination of information.

4. Smart Parking: One of the major issues in urban structures is the issue of park-

ing. People move around with their cars for flexibility and sometimes this is rather

a pain due to unavailability of parking spaces in urban premises. Smart Parking

uses ICT assets such as parking sensors, vehicle GPS and distributed cloud based

data management to inform car owners for available parking spaces in connected

parking locations. This reduces hassles for parking while saving fuel and time.

5. Smart Energy and Smart Grid: It basically entails the smart use and distri-

bution of energy from and within grids, and between grids to the end users. Smart

Meters at homes enable energy saving by monitoring energy utilization, providing

heuristics to owners and to the energy providers helping them to plan their energy

supply and utilization. Likewise, Smart Grids aim at electronic power conditioning,

controlling production and distribution of electricity by using various monitoring

sensors and systems at the grid level. The future electricity needs are migrating to-

wards renewables and the Smart grids aided by the Smart Devices aims to deliver a

reliable and secure electricity infrastructure.

6. Smart Buildings: Legacy infrastructure such as the existing buildings can either

be retrofitted, or else new buildings constructed with sensors to provide building

management services such as monitoring the structural health of buildings, ensur-

ing safety of its dwellers. Centralized monitoring and command stations can pro-

vide information in real-time enabling the authorities to take appropriate action in
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Figure 2.5: Smart City with IoT Integration [5]

real-time for events concerning the building. Examples include, gas and air quality

sensors which monitor ambient air quality and raise alarms in case of gas leakage.

7. Smart Manufacturing: It means the interfacing of OT to IT systems to aid man-

ufacturing processes with features such as high levels of adaptability for rapid de-

sign changes, flexible digitalized technical workforce training, on-demand production

and distribution load changes, making production efficient and increasing recyclable

asset use. As mentioned earlier, Industry 4.0 is such as measure that uses standard-

ised and interoperable systems that can scale dynamically aided by intelligent au-

tomation, secure operations, and networked sensors.

As seen in these concepts, the role of ICT is huge. One of the major contributors and

enablers of these ICT usage has been application of IoT. Figure 2.5 shows this scenario

where a city enabled by IoT technologies embraces ICT into its everyday operations and

needs.

A big part of this IoT enabled ICT framework involves intelligent networks of connected

smart objects that transmit data using IoT radio technologies to and from, the edge and
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the cloud. These cloud and edge applications receive, analyze, manage and predict in

real-time to help government, private industries, and citizens make better decisions and

improve quality of the city operations. The enabling technologies and concepts for Smart

City ICT deployments is further discussed in 2.2.1.

2.2.1 Aspects of Smart City ICT Deployment

A Smart City ICT deployment, in real world cases as seen till now such as in Singapore,

pilot projects within the Horizon2020 Program of the European Union showcase how

Smart City ICT potential can be leveraged [88, 89]. The approaches in this regards can

of two types:

1. Form rules, regulations, use-cases and build the ICT deployment around it, as seen

in Singapore. There was an agreement formed between the various civic agencies

based on certain guidelines and initially physically integrated ICT platform was

avoided. Integrated assets were the end physical devices or a data consumption and

sharing platform which the potential end users could access. Although this process

is slow, it makes sure that the resulting ICT deployment is usable and scalable con-

sidering the city’s current and future needs.

2. Another option is the other way round as seen in EU projects such as in Satander,

Spain [90], where one of the very first Smart City projects was executed. Under EU

H2020 projects, various use cases in various domains were identified such as health-

care, transport, living etc. ICT deployments were tested as pilots for the individual

use-cases. The expectation was that it would lead to future waypoints guiding these

ICT deployments based on use-cases and domains. Although, this potential was and

is exploited in many cities across Europe, there have been issues within it [91, 92].

This has lead to multiple silos where each use-case, domain and city has its own

way of operating the Smart City concept. There have been multiple architectures,

data models, technology formulations, deployment constraints, data silos introduced

by the various organisations operating within the Smart City landscape. As a re-

sult, there is a lack of integrated discovery option for Smart City ICT resources

such as data, physical assets, critical information etc. Along with it, rising security
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Figure 2.6: Smart City ICT Architecture Components

and privacy issues is a big concern. But on the other hand, due to these cumulative

efforts, there has been a big push from industry and the economic perspectives of

future smart cities has strengthened.

There are various architectural concepts related to the organisation and therefore the way

technology is used in cities. Figure 2.6 shows a generic representation of the components

of a Smart City ICT Architecture [93, 94, 95]:

1. Management: Management functions form the base of any Smart City ICT de-

ployment. As discussed earlier about the examples of Singapore and Europe, first

the right requirements and the corresponding action plan has to be laid out. Some

of these include how to plan and design the inclusion of existing business processes

and components from civic or industry bodies. “Open standards and interop-

erability” serve as the fundamental requirements to enable integration of city’s

existing infrastructure and new ICT usage. This entails planning and evaluation

of multiple technologies and platforms available in the market, and then trying to

analyse how to fit in the city’s requirements to the tools and techniques available.

Of course, a city might also want to go “Rambo” and design and implement an ICT

deployment from scratch!!
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2. End Human/Device Layer: As presented for IoT architecture, the end physical

device layer forms the base on top of which any ICT function executes. But in con-

trast to just the independent devices for IoT, this layer for Smart Cities might also

include humans who serve as sources of sensing, actuation and feedback for the ICT

components. An example is from the hospital where the end human medical pro-

fessional provides input to the ICT system through an interfacing physical device.

In addition, this layer also contains existing analog physical devices such as traffic

lights which are retrofitted with an interfacing communication gateway to be able

to interact with the central ICT deployment.

3. Middleware and Communication Gateways: Interfacing the physical/human

layer to the ICT system requires mapping and/or transforming the raw input re-

ceived to a more standardised, understandable and consumable format that is recog-

nised by the ICT platforms. The Middleware layer is responsible for service man-

agement, provisioning and providing interconnection to the system database. It pro-

cesses information, performs ubiquitous computations, and makes decisions based

on business processes. Examples such as edge or fog computing platforms consume

raw data from heterogeneous data sources, analyse and filter them and finally ex-

pose the necessary data to the higher layers such as the central cloud. These edge

computing platforms might also incorporate on-board multiple radio technologies

such as LoRaWAN, low-energy Bluetooth to consume data from the end users trans-

mitting using these radio technologies. Further these edge nodes can send data back

directly to the end users through the same radio channels. Or else, they can use a

stable backend radio link such as WiFi or wired Ethernet to send data reliably back

to cloud endpoints.

4. Business Processes and Services: Any decision making is based on the busi-

ness process dictated during the planning phase. How and what data or assets can

be reported or exposed, and what corresponding processing is needed, is based on

these business processes. These might include considerations such as business mod-

els i.e. economic aspects involved, security and privacy, roles and responsibilities of

the involved actors. Based on these decisions, the corresponding services can be for-

mulated to be exposed or utilized by the applications on the higher layer. Services

might include concepts such as AI-based predictive decision making, automation,
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machine learning, data mining, blockchain etc.

5. Applications and APIs: This layer contains the visible component of the whole

ICT deployment what end users directly interact with. Smart Cities generally use

dashboards, C2 systems and mobile information platforms for control and visuali-

sation of all the data received from the lower layers. These applications expose the

data they learn about, to the end users’ platforms using APIs. Ideally Smart City

services provide API dictionaries through interactive linked data services using the

SOA approach. Users can access the application components and thus the data us-

ing these APIs.

6. End Users: These represent the humans and machines who consume the data

through the applications. These in a Smart City environment include users from

the government, citizens as well as private industries. The management functions

decide the requirements of the end users and accordingly design the ICT functions

to provide the information needed. For the scope of the thesis, the end users of

these deployed ICT can be civic bodies such as the city administration, police, fire-

fighters, city engineering and repair agencies, hospitals and medic services. Extend-

ing it further involves national organisations such as military, para-military and also

the non-government organisations such as Red Cross. These agencies can consume

the data from the service APIs displayed through dashboards, personalized mobile

applications and C2 applications.

7. Data: As mentioned for IoT, data is of prime importance in the whole ICT deploy-

ment. Data is exposed through the services and the corresponding APIs. Ingestion,

exchange, storage and management can be associated with all the layers of the ICT.

Semantics and Ontologies of data and the related APIs decide how to collect, store

and distribute the data consumed at various levels. Each level has got it its own

requirement leading to a different process of handling the data exchanged at that

level. Concepts such as Big Data is used to manage all the data in the ecosystem

through:

• Application Repositories to store applications.

• Model Repositories to store city models, such as a traffic model, sensor net-

work model etc.
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• Data Repositories to store the data collected from the end points such as IoT

platforms, citizens and the associated applications.

These architectural components in a Smart City ecosystem enable the various processes

of a city function to come together with the goal of providing effective citizen services

and governance. Although, as discussed, a Smart City provides for much more than just

governance but increases end user interaction and participation in a city’s functioning.

Using technology for service and data provisioning, lays the ground work for future HADR

operations where these individual components can be accessed through services based on

regulations and user policies.

Current state of various Smart City architectures floated around the world suggest again

a fractured common mandated approach to Smart City architectures. Business processes

and economics decide which city adopts which architecture. Although some standardisa-

tion organisations and self-organised forums have tried to push and organise some stan-

dardised architectures, still there is a long way to go before they can converge [96, 97].

But considering the scope of HADR what the agencies are interested in is: ”Services”.

Standardised data from the API end points are the need based on SOA approaches.

Subsection 2.3 further elaborates the underlays of HADR operations with focus on urban

scenarios.

2.3 HADR Agencies’ Operations

Disaster rescue and relief work is generally done by the city’s civic agencies such as the

police, firefighters, city engineering and repair agencies, hospitals and medic services in

co-ordination with the city administration. There are procedures and protocols to be

followed for the type and scale of the disaster emergency. Based on the administrative

boundaries, these can be shared between municipalities, cities, states upto nations. These

administrative formations can interact with each other based on their need and capacity

to deliver. An example in this regard is the German emergency and disaster management

system where civil defense and civil protection is the task of the 16 states in the country

[98]. Further down, the municipalities and districts are responsible for the organisation of
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Figure 2.7: Stakeholders in HADR Operations [99]

disaster and rescue services. Apart from that there are multiple national government or-

ganisations such as Technisches Hilfswerk (THW/Federal Technical Support Service) and

NGOs such as Deutsches Rotes Kreuz (DRK/German Red Cross) involved in such situ-

ations. The THW provides the engineering and repair services, while the DRK provides

medical assistance services. These organisations employ either full-time professionals or

part-time volunteers who are trained for such actions. The German constitution allows to

call in the federal armed forces when needed to support the disaster relief organisations.

Figure 2.7 shows these interactions of the stakeholders in HADR operations.

Some of the actions for HADR operations include [100, 101]:

1. Search and rescue of victims.

2. Evacuation and relocation of the affected population.

3. Setting up relocation and settlement centres for accommodation of the affected pop-

ulation.

4. Providing logistics operations for food, water, medical supplies and other essential

equipment.

5. Engineering and construction work to repair/rebuild affected infrastructure.

6. Removing and sanitizing hazardous materials and dangerous infrastructure.

7. Deconflicting areas, ensuring public order and safety.

8. Setting up interactions and action items with other local/national/international or-

ganisations.
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9. Initiating and organising post-disaster relocation and sustenance operations.

Based on the exigency and scale of the disaster, different levels of C2 protocols apply

[102, 103]. In cases where the situation can be handled locally, the existing command

centres are used with the respective operators working with the agency defined proto-

cols. But in cases, where there is a requirement of multiple agencies working together,

there is a cross-interaction between the various agency operators and the used C2 systems

to gather a better SA picture and accordingly exchange information. Generally, a shared

operations command post is set-up where the agency operators work together taking care

of coordinated action reporting and interacting with the ground assets. A lot of the in-

teractions for coordination and control operations are in most cases still very manual i.e.

a lot of information exchange happens with manual human interactions. There is always

“man-in-the-middle” operations model where a specialized operator is responsible for tak-

ing analog commands and report items for logging and disseminating the necessary action

items. There is always the argument that a human operator is always more reliable or

trustworthy than machines [104, 105].

A prime example of such a HADR operations deployment is the Civil-Military Co-operation

(CIMIC) concept in the NATO domain [102]. This concept tries to bridge the gap be-

tween the national and international HADR agencies with militaries from the NATO na-

tions collaborating and cooperating together to help out in case of conflicts and disas-

ters. Further, these NATO bodies interact with the local authorities, civilian populations

and other participating NGOs. Examples include the efforts during the Haiti and Nepal

earthquakes, Kosovo and Chad conflicts. Traditionally, in such scenarios, the CIMIC op-

erators interact with the civilians and local bodies on behalf of the NATO commander.

Protocols for Area of Operations (AOO) are set-up after assessment of the ground situ-

ation and planning for required mission objectives. The end goal of such plan of action

is to bring the AOO to a sustainable end-state from where the local bodies can take over

and carry out the normal operations of the AOO.
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2.3.1 Multi-agency Cooperation and Interoperability

According to Research and Development (RAND) Corporation, Interoperability is defined

as:

The ability of systems, units, or forces to provide services to and accept services from

other systems, units, or forces, and to use the services so exchanged to enable them to

operate effectively together. [106]

Based on the discussion presented in 1.1 and 2.3, it can be inferred that in the coming

future, the need for multi-agency HADR operations would increase in number, capacity

and needs. Already many new initiatives are going around in the world to support such

future actions. Protocols to enable interoperability exist at some levels, but are mainly

based on manual human interventions. But as the scale of the HADR operations evolve

and expand, always involving a manual human operator might not provide the required

effectiveness and pace.

As the requirements for inclusion of digitisation and automating many services from the

HADR agencies increase, new concepts for interoperability based on ICT usage is also

coming into fore. And within this drive with increasing ICT dependence, IoT technologies

are getting incorporated more towards such deployments. The NATO-147 group looked

towards this idea of leveraging IoT and Smart City ICT for HADR operations. The fol-

lowing NATO-176 group is discovering federation mechanisms for extending the interop-

erability concept [107].

Federated Mission Networking (FMN) is another such initiative for ensuring interoper-

ability and operational effectiveness of the NATO forces [108, 109]. It spans much more

than just creating interoperable ICT frameworks for the allied countries. It also provides

methods for creating better operational communication and training processes. The goal

is that there should be common understanding for operational protocols irrespective of

the domain and administrative boundaries of the allied forces. An aspect of FMN and

CIMIC is the inclusion of civilian assets through the organisational end-points. These

can be either human operators or else API based ICT service end-points. Further, FMN

also tries to address the issue of integrating the legacy systems from the NATO domain

such as existing C2 systems, analog tactical radios etc. using SOA approaches. SOA
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approaches are mainly based on exposing the service end points using Web Services for

Network-enabled Capabilities (NEC) operations [110].

2.3.2 Smart City Safety and Disaster Recovery

To envision the deployment of Smart ICT and design HADR frameworks around it, needs

attention to the interoperability aspects of the Smart City services. There have been ini-

tiatives towards it such as designing separate services for public safety, security and dis-

aster preparedness. Examples such as Smartresilience [111], Infrastress [112] show an ap-

proach in this regard. But still there is a void in the automated service discovery and in-

tegration aspects. While open standards and open data technologies help to simplify the

discovery problem, they also create issues with them w.r.t their flexibility and extensibil-

ity. Often resulting standards from many initiatives get shelved as prototypes and pilots,

or else become proprietary providing limited, to no access for essential services needed

during HADR operations. An example of such shelving is the platform for smart cities

designed during the Sentilo project. It included a cross-platform infrastructure and data

management service with which information could be shared between heterogeneous sys-

tems while integrating legacy applications. It leveraged open source components to in-

tegrate data from IoT technologies from heterogeneous device manufacturers. But since

2017, after the project timeline finished, there has been no followup or add-ons on that

project.

Multiple such Smart City architectures and platforms are floating around with multiple

silos between the cities. Even within a city there are multiple providers of Smart City

data which follow their own architectures and deployment mechanisms. Following each

and every architecture and integrating those individual components of architecture is not

the correct approach for disaster recovery operations. Rather what is needed is the ac-

cess to those end point or Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to be more exact.

Cities or data providers might want to expose limited data based on their QoI, QoS, se-

curity and privacy, and business model considerations. In such cases, having a directory

of APIs exposed and accessing those end points is the way to go ahead. This would min-

imise integration efforts, and overload of quantity and quality of data.
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On the same lines, there are multiple Semantic and Data Ontology specifications which

describe the data once they have been accessed through the APIs. Examples such as

Ontologies from Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services (AWS), FIWARE, European

Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI), Smart Appliances REFerence (SAREF)

etc. describe their own way of describing the data accessed using their respective service

layers [113]. It creates a huge issue while trying to connect to each of these services and

mapping the semantics of the data to the HADR service end-point functionalities. From

the IEEE point, the IEEE Smart Cities Working group [114] and IEEE P1951.1 [115]

working group are trying to address these issues. It intends to propose reference frame-

works and mechanisms to overcome these silos of operations.

2.4 Background Work related to HADR Operations

Work with IoT and HADR operations in Smart City environments has been going since

quite some now which provided the problem areas and further research directions leading

to the thesis conception. Back in 2016, we showed how cheap COTS IoT devices can be

integrated into the existing functional military C2 information systems using open source

standards. Figure 2.8 shows the IoT set-up used for sensing on the ground and using the

sensed data to provide SA for Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) oper-

ations [116]. It used Representational State Transfer (REST) based web services to ex-

change data with the Multilateral Interoperability Programme (MIP) based C2 system

[117, 118]. The raw data sensed from the sensors was mapped and transformed into MIP

Information Model (MIM) data format. Figure 2.9 shows this display with the sensed and

mapped MIM data. It showed that IoT devices based on open standards can be used for

military ICT deployment.

In 2017 at Oulu, Finland, as part of IST-147 initiative, we demonstrated the utilization

of IoT in urban military operations. The use-case set was the safe passage of a military

convoy between two end-points [5]. The use-case added the dimension of adding SA data

leveraged from sensors and cameras installed by the Finnish Transport Agency (FTA).

The data from the publicly installed sensors and those installed by the military were

fused to provide real-time SA data through the Android Tactical Assault Kit (ATAK) C2
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Figure 2.8: Using IoT Platforms and Sensors for ISR Operations

Figure 2.9: Display of Sensed ISR data on MIP C2 System
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Figure 2.10: C2 Status on ATAK

application [119]. In addition, it demonstrated the interoperability between the military

and public data exchanges. The military IoT data was described using NATO Generic

Vehicle Architecture’s (NGVA’s) data models [120] and while from the FTA’s side, Ope-

nAPI Specification (OAS) [121] was used. Both the data were then sent using Web Ser-

vice Description Language (WSDL) in Extensible Markup Language (XML) data formats

[122]. It also integrated the United States Army Research Lab’s (ARL) Sieve Process

Forward (SPF) middleware to consume, filter, analyse and disseminate data using Value

of Information (VoI) based metrics [59]. All these operational data was relayed through

a mobile cloud running on the mobile Tactical Operations Center (TOC) running on one

of the convoy vehicles. Figure 2.10 shows an instance of the SA displayed on the ATAK

interface. It lists the cameras accessed from the FTA (as green icons) which can be trig-

gered to access the video and the yellow icons show the alert events reported by the IoT

platforms.

During the IST-147’s working tenure MQTT was identified as the protocol to be used

IoT data exchanges due to its lower complexity of implementation and lower transport
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Figure 2.11: Ontology Format for MQTT-based JSON-formatted Data Exchange

overheads. For tactical radio networks, where bandwidth is expensive, MQTT was found

to be a better choice than more complex Web-Service (WS) Notification protocol. All

the data exchanged through MQTT was done using JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)

which is a lightweight data-interchange format [123]. In 2018 at Warsaw, Poland, the

IST-147 did a live demonstration showing multi-nation interoperability for IoT and legacy

technologies [124]. After considering multiple specifications for describing IoT data such

as SensorML, Base Ontology, (SAREF) ontology, IoT-O, Spitfire, IoT-lite Ontology, a

simple representation for IoT capabilities was formulated for MQTT’s topic based data

exchange [125]. The topics were presented in JSON format to leverage its light-weight

nature and REST web services were used to expose the end points accessible by the coali-

tion partners. Figure 2.11 shows the format used along with a sample data describing a

sensor.

This experimentation also demonstrated the complex data exchange while ensuring in-

teroperability between the interacting partners. Data from the various agencies in War-

saw like the public transport agencies, data feeds from weather companies providing web

service endpoints for the weather sensors, camera feeds from city administration from

Points-of-Interest (PoI) etc. was consumed to show SA data. This SA data was fused

with other available military-IoT SA data. Also, concepts of storing data to cloud (to

AWS) and local processing on Edge Nodes using the SPF middleware were demonstrated

to show the Smart City HADR ops scenario.

To showcase how NGO organisations can act during a HADR operation, in 2019 during

the Safety Days event, we collaborated with the German Red Cross to demonstrate evac-

uation of affected population in the city of Berlin, Germany [126]. We developed both

web and mobile applications accessible using REST web services over the ArcGIS frame-
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Figure 2.12: Heat Map showing Areas of Schools with Immediate Evacuation Needs

work [127]. The apps could be used both by the operators of DRK as well as the civil-

ians. We demonstrated how critical infrastructures could be identified along with PoIs

during the HADR operations such as hospitals, ambulance locations, schools, kinder-

gartens, bus, rail and air stops, pharmacies etc. where people could seek help. We added

routing for civilians through the apps so that they could be pointed to the PoIs. The

DRK responders could also use the app to locate and plan their evacuation based on

ground reports as well as pre-aggregated and analysed data. Figure 2.12 shows the heat

map on the ArcGIS map showing the areas with schools which need evacuation based on

the analysis of the DRK operators. The operators here choose the density function cre-

ated using ArcGIS tools to aggregate at-risk school areas over the administrative bound-

aries of Berlin.

2.5 Lessons Learned for Further Research

The section 2.4 showed that it is possible to connect to Smart City assets while using IoT

technologies as a core component. It showed the way forward for the domain for HADR

agencies to adopt IoT as an enabler for the future HADR ops while interfacing the legacy

applications and devices. Using open standards that enable interoperability between dif-

ferent data sources and consumers is an important aspect for finding resources and con-
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suming services through end-points. For this purpose, the concept of gateways and mid-

dleware components built into the HADR ICT infrastructure was found to be the only

way for allowing space for existing and future integration with heterogeneous systems.

But there were multiple issues found with approaches currently used for Smart Cities/urban

constructs for providing their services to be used. The work done at Helsinki, Warsaw

and Berlin showed that there are multiple agencies and therefore multiple sources of data

that are essentially needed during a HADR operation. Ideally in such case, a central

API dictionary from a city provider would be needed which the agencies can connect

to. But its not realistic all the time. So, an ICT architecture is needed for the agencies

to deploy quickly at a disaster site and have the components. This architecture should

address issues related to discovery, connecting to various end devices directly and to fil-

tered/analysed data through city services. So, following the IoT and ICT landscape for

discovering widely used architectures based on best practices is needed. Further, during

the demonstrations, only one IoT protocol was considered for experimentation, but in

real-world there can be many providers using their own IoT protocol suitable for their

use-cases. So, the architectures also need to put that into consideration.

Another aspect discovered during the operations was w.r.t actuation i.e. if we have the

event which triggers an action, how can IoT be leveraged for delivering those actions. In

such scenarios, robots and unmanned devices are of potential use where there is limited

time and space, and always direct human interaction with the scene is not possible as the

first course of action. Further, if such IoT assets are available, then how to federate such

actions between the participating C2 systems operated by the HADR agencies. Feder-

ation of various IoT and Smart City assets between the agencies is important since one

agency or one agency’s asset might not always be “at the right time, at the right place”.

So exchanging SA information between the agencies’ C2 systems for the operators to take

due course of actions is the way forward for multi-agency cooperation. It was also found

to be worth investigating the security and privacy aspects of IoT devices when being used

in the military domain. As the world of IoT expands, its accessibility to agencies is going

to increase. So, measuring and finding out the security and privacy aspects while using

IoT assets is necessary for future integration.

Finally, humans on the ground are effective sources of information, be it agencies’ re-
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sponders or the civilian population. These human sources of information complement

and provide confirmation to the information gathered from the ICT assets. In the end,

it will always boil down to the operators and end humans to act upon the information.

Although, with AI and automation, many tasks are going to be offloaded from operators

but still gathering human inputs from the ground is critical to success of an operation.

So, concepts and approaches from this human interaction with the ICT systems was an-

other use-case found to be useful for investigation. The following chapter 3 describes the

contributions in the thesis with regards to the issues discussed for HADR operations.
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3 Summary of Scientific Research Contributions and

Published Papers

“The secret of change is to focus all of your energy, not on fighting the old, but build-

ing on the new.“

- Socrates (470-399 BC), Philosopher

The second part of the dissertation consists of summary of scientific research contribu-

tions made through the thesis. Then the summary of the publications contributed during

the thesis in peer-reviewed international conferences, magazines or books is discussed.

The author of this thesis is the principal contributor and first author of papers A, C, D,

E, F, H and I, joint first author of book chapter B. He is the fourth author of paper G.

The papers address the problem areas and the corresponding goals envisioned. They are

closely thematically interrelated and try to solve a broader issue of interoperability for

HADR operations.

3.1 Scientific Research Contributions

As discussed in Chapter 2, the core research problem lies with the heterogeneity and di-

verse nature of ICT technologies emerging from IoT and Smart City domains. HADR re-

sponder agencies, city administrations and private deployments use a vast array of assets,

both hardware and software. These assets are deployed based on the operational, busi-

ness and economic considerations. Different technologies suit the needs of the respective

organisations what they feel is adequate for their needs, either for short or long run. As a

result, there are silos of technology assets and data which are not interoperable with each

other.

As discussed in Chapter 1, the trend of evolving disaster phenomenon shows that human-

ity would see more of such disasters. Chapter 2 introduced and suggested how modern

ICT assets can increase the effectiveness of HADR operations. But considering the cur-

rent state of ICT deployments, when HADR situations arise and these ICT assets need

to be integrated under the same umbrella, there would be chaos and unavailability of
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intended ICT resources. The research in this thesis has tries to formulate and envision

ways to enable ICT assets to be interoperable in HADR situations.

As presented in Figure 1.6, the thesis goes step by step, investigating the problem areas

from an interoperability perspective for HADR operations. Paper in 3.2 described the

problem areas, scope and objectives of the PhD work. It described what would be the sci-

entific approach for analysing the problem areas and the corresponding outcomes which

would address the problem areas identified. The scientific, technological and social im-

pact of the thesis were also underlined considering the fact that HADR operations in the

coming future would directly affect the society.

One of the major issues for interoperability between Smart City and IoT systems, is the

heterogeneous architectures for deployment of the ICT assets. Technologies, business pro-

cesses and economic aspects dictate how an architecture for deployment is laid out and

thus how the different ICT components interact. The book chapter in 3.3 presents a sur-

vey of the widely standardised and adopted IoT architectures. It identifies various hori-

zontal and vertical components, their related functions for IoT deployments and their cor-

responding interactions in Smart Cities. It details how they interact and thus how these

various functions can be interfaced by the HADR agencies in a real-time environment.

Based on the proposed high level architecture proposed in 3.3, paper in 3.4 presented the

applied concept in a real-world demonstration. It presented various components involved

in a HADR scenario based on their military applications. The paper described a live

demonstration and joint experiment involving heterogeneous assets from various nations

and their interoperability with Smart City assets from the city of Warsaw, Poland. Var-

ious tiers of ICT assets and the involved technologies for interoperbility is detailed along

with the identified problem areas. Interaction involving various IoT and legacy protocols

at the device layer and top-layer interaction using web services is described. The basis

of this interaction is a shared common Ontology approach which was derived from state-

of-the-art Ontologies from the IoT space. The Ontology allowed various service layer in-

structions to be exchanged between HADR agencies and Smart City components.

Further, one of the major problems identified for integration of IoT with HADR systems

such as from the military is their security, privacy, and dependability (SPD) aspects.
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HADR assets needs to be robust, reliable and trustworthy. Without these features, such

IoT devices even with all their advantages related to cost, size and availability, would not

be usable for HADR agencies. The paper in 3.5 looked at this issue from an integrator’s

point-of-view (POV) and showed how the SPD aspects can be evaluated in a real-world

integration of HADR assets. The paper then showed a Verification and Validation (V&V)

process for IoT integration based on SPD constraints. This process would enable HADR

systems’ integrators to objectively look at the SPD aspects of IoT systems to tailor the

V&V processes.

For HADR operations being effective, it is inevitable to bring in the assets from the ground

i.e. the citizens into the operations perspective. Citizen participation through use of smart

devices where citizens contribute their SA data, passively or actively is rapidly getting

adopted in Smart Cities. Governments and HADR agencies can not actively cover ev-

ery nook and corner of the cities or have an accurate SA picture of the densely popu-

lated cities. The paper in 3.6 discusses the Crowdsourcing and Crowdsensing concepts for

HADR operations. It demonstrates the applicability and effectiveness of these concepts

through applied use of smart devices and distributed ICT technologies from the civilian

and HADR agency domains. Further, it discusses upcoming ICT solutions to further en-

hance the citizens’ participation in urban areas.

The use of human resources and direct physical interaction with HADR assets with op-

erators is not always possible. There are times when situations do not allow for direct

physical human intervention. These situations require deploying remote, manned or un-

manned sensor and actuators platforms to gain SA data from the ground. Robots oper-

ated in land, air and water form the higher tier of HADR operations providing operators

enhanced capabilities. The paper in 3.7 discusses the interoperability issue with robots in

HADR situations with focus on IoT-based UAVs. As the adoption of robots in ICT in-

dustry has increased, so is the number of platforms provided by manufacturers. A HADR

agency can not possibly have all interfaces to all available robot platforms. The paper

discusses the concept of interoperability based on Robot Operating System (ROS). ROS

is a widely used platform for robotic devices based on which manufacturers provide their

custom robotic implementations. It proposes a system architecture for ROS-based inter-

operable platform and shows a real-world application of architecture through a IoT-based

UAV. The applied system shows how interoperability between various HADR agencies
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and Smart City systems can be achieved when they might need to share their ROS-based

robotic platforms.

Another aspect related to interoperability of HADR systems is their discovery. Even if

a technically capable HADR asset is available, the current state of things suggests that

many of these assets can not be actively discovered and thus can not be used in real-time.

The paper in 3.8 discusses a solution for discovery: Multi-domain Asynchronous Gateway

Of Things (MARGOT). It targets the discovery issue by proposing a distributed architec-

ture of gateways. The interoperability is based on data exchange through IoT protocols

and the ontology proposed in 3.4. The gateway concept allows flow of queries and infor-

mation over an extended network using query forwarding policies, providing data repli-

cation policies and permissions. Discovery agents are proposed for the workflow which

are pluggable entities in the MARGOT sphere enabling discovery and management of

resources using a wide range of discovery protocols. The architecture proposed was im-

plemented and experiments were conducted with existing Smart City assets to show the

MARGOT platform in action.

While MARGOT addressed discovery issues for Smart City assets, a comprehensive de-

ployment architecture is needed for the HADR response forces to quickly deploy on the

ground and start interacting with multitude of ICT assets from the agencies and urban

installations. The paper in 3.9 proposes such a deployment architecture for Mobile Tacti-

cal Operation Centres (MTOCs). The concept presented discusses the various aspects of

HADR operations in urban areas and what factors should be considered while designing

an architecture for MTOCs. The goal of the architecture is to enable the coalition disas-

ter recovery agencies to co-operate with each other while leveraging existing Smart City

assets.

Finally the paper in 3.10 presents the use of MQTT for enabling federation and interop-

erability in a distributed HADR scenario. As identified in 4.4, MQTT is an industry-wide

accepted protocol for IoT exchange and the military domain is also planning to adopt it.

The MQTT version 5.0 is the latest version of the protocol which presents many new fea-

tures essential for driving HADR operations in unpredictable and resource-constrained

environments. The paper presents a federation architecture and shows a reference imple-

mentation for HADR operations. The ICT assets handled within the reference implemen-
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tation show how HADR agencies can interoperably use their traditional assets such as

vehicles, UAVs and C2 systems with the urban ICT assets. SA data gathered from Smart

City services and crowdsourcing platforms are fused and federated between the HADR

operators to showcase an operational use-case.

The following subsections describe the papers resulting from the thesis in more detail

along with the research questions and goals they address.

3.2 Paper A: Interoperability for Disaster Relief Operations in

Smart City Environments

Manas Pradhan, ”Interoperability for Disaster Relief Operations in Smart City Environ-

ments,” 2019 IEEE 5th World Forum on Internet of Things (WF-IoT), Limerick, Ire-

land, 2019, pp. 711-714.

The thesis journey starts with Paper A which provides an overview of the research prob-

lems and intended objectives needed to overcome interoperability issues for HADR op-

erations in Smart City environments. It takes inputs from the work done from the IST-

147 group work and work done at Fraunhofer for interoperability of military ICT sys-

tems. The objectives and the entailed scientific work for the target PhD topic based on

inputs is presented. It describes the approach for the PhD work i.e. what surveys and

use-cases need to be considered for formulating the research waypoints based on which

the further goals would be targeted. The scientific, technological and social impacts are

then mentioned to show the real-world impact of the PhD goals. Based on the “Engineer-

ing Method”, it finally lists the Integration Framework and the Implementation System

deliverables which would conclude and validate the PhD work.

Figure 3.1 shows mapping of the research questions mentioned in 1.3.1 and the corre-

sponding goals mentioned in 1.3.2 with the below description:

• Question 1: What are the different methods and architectures for ICT deployment

that can be used by HADR agencies?
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Figure 3.1: Mapping Paper A to Research Questions and Goals

– G1 (a): Overview of deployed technologies and its corresponding components

from HADR agencies and Smart Cities.

– G1 (b): Overview of hierarchy and nature of interaction between the ICT com-

ponents and what is lacking.

• Question 2: What are the hindrances faced by the HADR agencies when being de-

ployed in real-time environments?

– G2 (a): List service interaction methods within and between the HADR agen-

cies, their shortcomings and possible mitigation strategies.

– G2 (b): List service interaction methods between the HADR agencies and the

cities, the shortcomings and possible mitigation strategies.

3.3 Book Chapter B: Architectural Considerations

Christoph Fuchs, Manas Pradhan, Niranjan Suri, Mauro Tortonesi, and Frank T. Johnsen.

Architectural Considerations. In Niranjan Suri, Konrad Wrona, and Zbigniew Zielinski,

editors, Military applications of Internet of Things, chapter 3. Springer, 2021.

In section 2, the use-case for considering various ICT deployments and their architectural

considerations were mentioned. For scenarios involving IoT technologies in Smart City

environments, to alleviate issues mentioned in 1.1, requires investigation into state-of-

the-art and widely used IoT architectures. Book Chapter B undertakes this problem case

and presents various architectural considerations from the civilian and the military do-

mains. It presents various common interactions in the architectures as well as, what is
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important w.r.t interoperability with existing HADR agencies (military) ICT architec-

tural concepts. It discusses how the Smart City ICT deployment is laid out and how the

military IoT frameworks could access these Smart City assets/services. It discusses the

idea of “services” and their accessibility in Smart City environments. As mentioned in

1.1, incorporating or designing a HADR agency ICT architecture based on just one/or

multiple existing Smart City architectures is not realistic. Instead what is needed is ac-

cessibility to service end points. In this regard, the paper describes the various end-point

connection constructs and then how to describe and discover services accessible through

the end-points.

Figure 3.2 shows mapping of the research questions mentioned in 1.3.1 and the corre-

sponding goals mentioned in 1.3.2 with the below description:

• Question 1: What are the different methods and architectures for ICT deployment

that can be used by HADR agencies?

– G1 (a): Lists the IoT architectures and standardisation efforts.

– G1 (b): Describes the architecture assessment corresponding to military ICT

system deployment and provides integration frameworks based on open stan-

dards.

– G1 (c): Presents the Smart City service access methods to further and comple-

ment the HADR agencies’ operations.

– G1 (d): Proposes a generic architecture for HADR operations.

• Question 2: What are the hindrances faced by the HADR agencies when being de-

ployed in real-time environments?

– G2 (a): Lists service interaction methods between the components of military

ICT deployment.

– G2 (b): Lists service interaction methods between the HADR agencies and the

cities, and proposes service access and interaction mechanisms.

– G2 (c): Identifies and defines connection points between the Smart City and

HADR agency ICT assets.
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Figure 3.2: Mapping Book Chapter B to Research Questions and Goals

• Question 3: How can concepts of IoT and Smart Cities be utilized to further the

goal of HADR operations?

– G3 (a): Lists service interaction methods based on open standard IoT tech-

nologies for data exchange, existing usability and applicability, service discov-

ery and access.

– G3 (b): Analyses methods to leverage Smart City services.

3.4 Paper C: Toward an architecture and data model to enable

interoperability between federated mission networks and

IoT-enabled smart city environments

Manas Pradhan, Niranjan Suri, Christoph Fuchs, Trude H. Bloebaum and Michal Marks,

”Toward an Architecture and Data Model to Enable Interoperability between Federated

Mission Networks and IoT-Enabled Smart City Environments,” in IEEE Communications

Magazine, vol. 56, no. 10, pp. 163-169, October 2018.

Use of IoT for mission critical operations, especially for HADR operations, requires mul-

tiple agencies to work together as described in 1.1. Such situations require a common fed-

eration mechanism and commonly understood data models that each agency similarly in-

terprets. This paper explores the deployment of IoT in Smart City environments to show-

case use of federated mission networks in real-time applications. It discusses the various

contexts and architectures for deployment in HADR situations including the challenges
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with existing techniques for such operations. The various components and actors in such

a federated architecture is then described. Following on, it proposes and describes a func-

tioning federated exchange between heterogeneous platforms based on heterogeneous data

exchange mechanisms through a shared Ontology structure. This approach involves sys-

tems from both civilian and military agencies functioning together to build a common SA

to show waypoints for future IoT enabled HADR operations.

Figure 3.3 shows mapping of the research questions mentioned in 1.3.1 and the corre-

sponding goals mentioned in 1.3.2 with the below description:

• Question 1: What are the different methods and architectures for ICT deployment

that can be used by HADR agencies?

– G1 (a): Lists the architectures and standards from IoT and existing military

perspectives.

– G1 (b): Describes the issues and bottlenecks related to federated deployment

of HADR agencies.

– G1 (c): Presents the Smart City service access methods to further and comple-

ment the HADR agencies’ operations.

– G1 (d): Proposes a generic architecture for involving military and civilian sys-

tems.

• Question 2: What are the hindrances faced by the HADR agencies when being de-

ployed in real-time environments?

– G2 (a): Lists service interaction methods between the components of military

ICT deployment.

– G2 (b): Lists service interaction methods between the HADR agencies and the

cities, and proposes service access and interaction mechanisms.

– G2 (c): Identifies and defines connection points between the Smart City and

HADR agency ICT assets.

– G2 (d): Discusses an implementation based on the architecture envisioned and

its application in real demonstration scenario.
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Figure 3.3: Mapping Paper C to Research Questions and Goals

• Question 3: How can concepts of IoT and Smart Cities be utilized to further the

goal of HADR operations?

– G3 (a): Lists service interaction methods based on open standard IoT tech-

nologies for data exchange, existing usability and applicability, service discov-

ery and access.

– G3 (b): Analyses methods to leverage Smart City services especially with re-

lated to use of MQTT for exchanging Smart City and IoT data.

– G3 (C): Discusses the implementation and demonstration from Warsaw Poland.

3.5 Paper D: Security, Privacy, and Dependability Evaluation

in Verification and Validation Life Cycles for Military IoT

Systems

Manas Pradhan and Josef Noll, ”Security, Privacy, and Dependability Evaluation in Ver-

ification and Validation Life Cycles for Military IoT Systems,” in IEEE Communications

Magazine, vol. 58, no. 8, pp. 14-20, August 2020.

SPD of any ICT component is necessary to determine their use for critical operations

such as with HADR agencies operations. Situations with component failure and untrust-

worthiness can disrupt the critical and time-intensive operations. Military applications of

IoT also targets such use-cases where long term, reliable and secured usage for the mil-

itary assets is necessary. This paper presented the use of IoT use-case from the back-
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Validation Life Cycles for Military IoT Systems

ground work of IST-147 and 176 groups i.e. if and how IoT can be used for military de-

ployments. It used the SPD evaluation methodology based on the multi-metric approach

developed under the European Security in Health Data Exchange (SHIELD) activity, the

nSHIELD project. It used the relevance of the method while arguing the other relevant

state-of-the-art approaches in the military domain. Based on a real-life implementation

involving IoT platform robots and military vehicle interaction, it presented use-cases and

validated the approaches for use-case implementation using the SPD multi-metric evalu-

ation. Finally, it presented a V&V process to include the SPD Evaluation. The process

aims at V&V of IoT assets so that their use can be proven before being integrated into

the military domain. The concepts from this paper can be applied to IoT assets both

from the military as well as Smart City domain. Smart Cities have IoT assets and any di-

rect access to such devices from the HADR agency’s domain would need such V&V pro-

cesses. This is needed to make sure that the ICT operations from the HADR agencies’

viewpoint is not compromised.

Figure 3.4 shows mapping of the research questions mentioned in 1.3.1 and the corre-

sponding goals mentioned in 1.3.2 with the below description:

• Question 1: What are the different methods and architectures for ICT deployment

that can be used by HADR agencies?

– G1 (a): Describes real-life use of robotic assets based on IoT and how they

interact with other military (HADR agency) systems. It also describes a V&V

process used for military vehicles to integrate sub-systems from heterogeneous

manufacturers.

– G1 (c): Presents a method for SPD evaluation based on multi-metrics for secu-

rity and privacy features for IoT-deployments.

– G1 (d): Proposes a V&V process that can be used for future integration of IoT

assets.

• Question 3: How can concepts of IoT and Smart Cities be utilized to further the

goal of HADR operations?

– G3 (a): Explores IoT deployments for military use-cases and identifies methods

for incorporating the IoT assets using the V&V processes.
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Figure 3.4: Mapping Paper D to Research Questions and Goals

3.6 Paper E: Leveraging Crowdsourcing and Crowdsensing Data

for HADR Operations in a Smart City Environment

Manas Pradhan, Frank T. Johnsen, Mauro Tortonesi and Sabine Delaitre, ”Leveraging

Crowdsourcing and Crowdsensing Data for HADR Operations in a Smart City Environ-

ment,” in IEEE Internet of Things Magazine, vol. 2, no. 2, pp. 26-31, June 2019.

In sub-section 1.1, the problem with future cities was presented i.e. the inflow of humans

in large numbers. This is a burden, but at the same time it can be used to the advantage,

if ICT technologies can leverage this enormous amount of ground level intelligence and

SA data. HADR situations demand immediate actions, and its not possible to deploy as-

sets entirely by HADR agencies. They need to interact with the existing ground “human”

assets. In Section 2, the idea of Smart Cities deploying citizen-centric ICT technologies

was described. One such aspect usable for HADR agencies is the concept of “Crowd-

sourcing and Crowdsensing”. This paper describes how Crowdsourcing and Crowdsensing

be leveraged for HADR operations to assist and complement the actions of HADR agen-

cies. It surveys and describes various real-life implemented projects using these concepts

and many other upcoming initiatives from the civilian, NGO and military sectors. How

and where these projects were used to assist affected human populations or HADR opera-

tors are described as use-cases. Further, it mentions the takeaways from the projects, the

outstanding issues and possible solutions, and the future research directions.

Figure 3.5 shows mapping of the research questions mentioned in 1.3.1 and the corre-

sponding goals mentioned in 1.3.2 with the below description:

• Question 1: What are the different methods and architectures for ICT deployment
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that can be used by HADR agencies?

– G1 (a): Describes real-life projects and experimentations using ICT tools and

in particular mobile devices to gather end user SA data.

– G1 (b): Lists the issues related to interoperability, privacy and security, trust

and connectivity.

– G1 (c): Presents various services available for Crowdsourcing and Crowdsens-

ing in the described projects.

• Question 2: What are the hindrances faced by the HADR agencies when being de-

ployed in real-time environments?

– G2 (a): List service interaction methods for the deployed ICT assets.

– G2 (b): Lists shortcomings and proposes mitigation through future research

directions.

• Question 3: How can concepts of IoT and Smart Cities be utilized to further the

goal of HADR operations?

– G3 (a): Explores IoT deployments in Smart Cities and HADR agencies domain

and how they are used to assist public safety and security.

• Question 4: How can the end users from cities or citizens and agencies’ human as-

sets be brought into the HADR operations scenario?

– G4 (a): Presents the SMART experiment with the Norwegian home guard

and how the Communication Application with Geographical Element Data

(CAGED) application used in interaction with the Bring Your Own Device

(BYOD) concept.

– G4(b): Presents projects such as the Public Safety Management by Wellness

Telecom, Management of Networked IoT Wearables Very Large-Scale Demon-

stration of Cultural and Societal Application (MONICA), CrowdFlower and

Mission 4636 initiative during Haiti Earthquakes. The ICT aspects of the projects

in urban and disaster scenarios provide the insights into how Smart Cities tai-

lor and exploit end user data and services.
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Figure 3.5: Mapping Paper E to Research Questions and Goals

3.7 Paper F: Enabling Interoperability for ROS-based Robotic

Devices for Smart City HADR Operations

Manas Pradhan and Sushma Devaramani, ”Enabling Interoperability for ROS-based Robotic

Devices for Smart City HADR Operations,” MILCOM 2019 - 2019 IEEE Military Com-

munications Conference (MILCOM), Norfolk, VA, USA, 2019, pp. 1-6

Section 2 mentioned the need for actuation, especially with manned and unmanned robots

for HADR operations since access to a human operator is not always possible. The pa-

per F describes this use-case while discussing why its not always possible to access these

robotic devices from a single integrated platform. It describes how ROS-based robotic

assets work and what is needed to integrate COTS ROS-enabled devices on a generic

HADR platform. The platform needs to be based on open standards, able to be deployed

by various agencies using varied Operating Systems (OS) and controllers for their C2 ac-

tivities. It provides insight into the related work for enabling interoperability for military

robotic devices using NATO standards. Finally, an architecture and platform is proposed

and implemented as a PoC to show how interoperability can be achieved for ROS-based

robotic platforms. For the PoC, a COTS drone was used along with array of controllers.

The PoC also included a C2 application developed using open VAADIN framework and

Openstreet Maps. The drone can be controlled interchangeably using the C2 application

or the physical controller operating at physically separate locations. Exchange of JSON-

formatted status and control messages is achieved over web services using the Ontology

format presented in figure 2.11.
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3.7 Paper F: Enabling Interoperability for ROS-based Robotic Devices for Smart City
HADR Operations

Figure 3.6: Mapping Paper F to Research Questions and Goals

Figure 3.6 shows mapping of the research questions mentioned in 1.3.1 and the corre-

sponding goals mentioned in 1.3.2 with the below description:

• Question 1: What are the different methods and architectures for ICT deployment

that can be used by HADR agencies?

– G1 (a): Describes existing robotic interoperability approaches such as NGVA

to Robotics and Autonomous Systems Ground (RAS-G) Interoperability Pro-

files (IOPs) bridge to establish interoperability between military vehicles and

robots.

– G1 (b): Lists the issues related to interoperability and actuation in HADR en-

vironments identified during the IST-147 working tenure.

• Question 2: What are the hindrances faced by the HADR agencies when being de-

ployed in real-time environments?

– G2 (a): Lists service interaction methods for the deployed ICT assets.

– G2 (b): Lists shortcomings and proposes architecture for a generic ROS based

interoperability platform.

– G2 (c): Demonstrates the architecture implementation through PoC applied as

on-field experiment involving COTS IoT drone.
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3.8 Paper G: MARGOT: Dynamic IoT Resource Discovery for

HADR Environments

Lorenzo Campioni, Rita Lenzi, Filippo Poltronieri, Manas Pradhan, Mauro Tortonesi,

Cesare Stefanelli and Niranjan Suri, ”MARGOT: Dynamic IoT Resource Discovery for

HADR Environments,” MILCOM 2019 - 2019 IEEE Military Communications Confer-

ence (MILCOM), Norfolk, VA, USA, 2019, pp. 809-814.

Service discovery and federation is an important aspect for future HADR operations where

the service API end-points can be connected to gather SA data and enhance it. MAR-

GOT is a solution described in paper G for resource discovery in Smart City environ-

ments that implements a distributed and federated architecture and supports a wide

range of discovery protocols. It uses IoT data exchange protocols: MQTT and CoAP to

enable discovery of services through Discovery Agents (DAs). These DAs discover and

register services/assets, store them in a federated database where all stakeholders run-

ning MARGOT agents register their services. This enables agents to quickly learn about

a service in a crowded and contested ICT environment, where network connectivity and

service reliabilities are detrimental for successful HADR operations. The paper describes

a experiment performed using Extensible Ad-hoc Networking Emulator (EMANE) where

multiple MARGOT nodes were tested in a emulated network environment. The nodes

represented the federation, discovery and connectivity with consumed data from a Cloud

service: 511ny.org. This 511ny service provided information about public traffic camera,

road events, publicly mounted sensors in New York City. The results of the experimen-

tation are presented describing the latencies in discovery using the MQTT, CoAP and

HTTP protocols.

Figure 3.7 shows mapping of the research questions mentioned in 1.3.1 and the corre-

sponding goals mentioned in 1.3.2 with the below description:

• Question 2: What are the hindrances faced by the HADR agencies when being de-

ployed in real-time environments?

– G2 (a): Describes the service interaction needs for the deployed ICT: IoT and

IoBT assets.
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3.9 Paper H: Deployment Architecture for Accessing Smart City and Coalition Assets
for Multi-Agency HADR Operations

Figure 3.7: Mapping Paper G to Research Questions and Goals

– G2 (b): Presents shortcomings and proposes architecture for a distributed ar-

chitecture of gateways capable of re-routing queries and information over an

extended network using query forwarding policies and to provide data replica-

tion policies and permissions.

– G2 (c): Demonstrates the architecture implementation through PoC applied to

the emulated network experiment based on EMANE for federation and discov-

ery of services in Smart City environments .

• Question 3: How can concepts of IoT and Smart Cities be utilized to further the

goal of HADR operations?

– G3 (a): Describes the MQTT and CoAP based IoT assets’ access in a dis-

tributed and federated environment.

– G3 (b): Uses the 511NY deployed Smart City assets in New York and presents

methods to access and federate services offered.

– G3 (c): Implements and demonstrates the PoC involving the MARGOT nodes

while interacting with the Smart City assets.

3.9 Paper H: Deployment Architecture for Accessing Smart City

and Coalition Assets for Multi-Agency HADR Operations

Manas Pradhan, Christoph Fuchs and Josef Noll, ”Deployment Architecture for Accessing

Smart City and Coalition Assets for Multi-Agency HADR Operations,” 2020 IEEE 6th

World Forum on Internet of Things (WF-IoT), New Orleans, LA, USA, 2020, pp. 1-6
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HADR agencies need to deploy quickly in the Area of Operations (AOO) to bring in

fast and effective relief. Success of future HADR ops involving ICT components needs

to be accordingly envisioned to ensure quality SA. This has to be done while sharing of

SA data with other participating disaster recovery agencies. Paper G describes such a

deployment architecture for MTOCs which can be readily deployed on a mobile set-up

carrying ICT assets. It presents the motivation for such fast deployment, existing ap-

proaches for Smart Cities and the issues related to it. The components for the fast de-

ployment and operation requires features which can take care of existing issues with con-

necting and utilizing data/services from Smart Cities and other HADR agencies. Such

features include components for security/access control associated with decision making

components, discovery of assets and correspondingly routing of requests for the access of

assets, and finally storing the registered asset information in a database. All these com-

ponents need to be generically mapped to an API/platform broker for services and a pro-

tocol broker. These brokers take care of translating requests and data exchange based on

asset type and request. The MTOC deployment architecture lists and details these com-

ponents and provides their workflow in the architecture.

Figure 3.8 shows mapping of the research questions mentioned in 1.3.1 and the corre-

sponding goals mentioned in 1.3.2 with the below description:

• Question 1: What are the different methods and architectures for ICT deployment

that can be used by HADR agencies?

– G1 (a): Describes existing use-cases and approaches for HADR responses.

– G1 (b): Lists the hierarchy and nature of interaction between the ICT compo-

nents for a rapid deployment of MTOC.

– G1 (C): Describes the services and actions for individual components of the

MTOC architecture.

– G1 (d): Presents an architecture for MTOC which can be readily deployed in a

HADR operation.

• Question 3: How can concepts of IoT and Smart Cities be utilized to further the

goal of HADR operations?
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Figure 3.8: Mapping Paper H to Research Questions and Goals

– G3 (a): Describes the protocol and API/platform brokers to interface the IoT

and Smart City assets.

– G3 (b): Describes the components responsible for asset discovery, registration,

storage and access considering the heterogeneous deployment of assets by mul-

tiple service providers.

• Question 4: How can the end users from cities or citizens and agencies’ human as-

sets be brought into the HADR operations scenario?

– G4 (a): Presents the method of access of the Crowdsourcing and Crowdsensing

assets from the MTOC.

3.10 Paper I: Federation based on MQTT for Urban HADR

Operations

Manas Pradhan, ”Federation based on MQTT for Urban HADR Operations,” in IEEE

Communications Magazine, vol. 59, no. 2, February 2021.

IoT protocols are constantly evolving to support new, missing features or correcting exist-

ing voids for large-scale acceptance by the industry. The IST-147 proposed using MQTT

as the IoT protocol of choice for IoT operations in the NATO domain. This paper I presents

the federation of services between C2 systems based on MQTT version 5.0 which is the

newest MQTT standard released by Organization for the Advancement of Structured In-

formation Standards (OASIS). The version offers new and improved features with new
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operating models over older versions 3.0 and 3.1. The PoC implementation based on ver-

sion 5.0 is used to show federation of HADR services. Backward compatibility for various

features of MQTT versions is also shown. The use-case presented in the PoC implementa-

tion is based on the current COVID-19 situation where Crowdsourced data from various

private and public sources are pushed onto the RiskLayer service [128]. The RiskLayer

service offers fine-grained data about latest COVID situations in districts, states and mu-

nicipalities across Germany. The implementation also shows federation and fusing of SA

data on multiple C2 systems (both proprietary and open) representing different HADR

agencies. Also, the PoC uses transport APIs to show the real-time road events/conditions

across Germany representing another Smart City service which can be leveraged to form

precise SA and exchanging them across agencies.

Figure 3.9 shows mapping of the research questions mentioned in 1.3.1 and the corre-

sponding goals mentioned in 1.3.2 with the below description:

• Question 2: What are the hindrances faced by the HADR agencies when being de-

ployed in real-time environments?

– G2 (a): Describes existing use-cases and approaches for HADR responses w.r.t

federation and accessing heterogeneous agency assets.

– G2 (b): Proposes distributed architecture for federation based on open IoT

standards and presents a real-use case implementation using military and open-

source C2 systems.

• Question 3: How can concepts of IoT and Smart Cities be utilized to further the

goal of HADR operations?

– G3 (a): Describes the MQTT V 5.0 protocol and its new features for federated

data exchange mechanisms for HADR ops usability and applicability.

– G3 (C): Shows PoC implementation where agency C2 systems consume and

federate data from Smart City transport services.

• Question 4: How can the end users from cities or citizens and agencies’ human as-

sets be brought into the HADR operations scenario?
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Figure 3.9: Mapping Paper I to Research Questions and Goals

– G4 (a): Presents the RiskLayer COVID Crowdsourced data service.

– G4 (C): Presents PoC where Germany’s real-time COVID data is fused with

the transport data to form precise SA for addressing emergency situations in

an experimental environment. The emergency response is then initiated by

using actuation on the federated C2 systems.
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4 Conclusion

“The stakes are very high in how we construct the future of the Internet, ... Do we

want a winner-takes-all scenario for whichever company ultimately creates that particular

piece of intellectual property that maximizes interoperability (across systems) or do we

want to create a commons”

- Michael Tiemann, Vice President

Open Source Affairs, Red Hat

This chapter concludes Part I of the thesis. It gives a summary of the research and high-

lights the key contributions of the thesis. It provides some considerations for ethics and

finally concludes with suggestions for future research.

4.1 Summary of the Research

The overall goal of this research was to find out methods and possibilities for establish-

ing interoperability between heterogeneous ICT systems for HADR Operations in Smart

City Environments. From this overall goal, several research questions were identified that

resulted in specific research objectives achieved including:

1. Analysis of interactions with existing IoT and Smart City deployment architectures,

and investigating how to deploy ICT assets and associated mechanisms for HADR

operations based on the envisioned architectures:

• Analysed various standards for IoT and Smart City deployment and formu-

lated ICT deployment architectures from HADR agencies’ perspective.

• Conceptualized architectures based on open standards for allowing interopera-

ble operations of IoT and Smart City services.

• Proposed an Ontology for federated data exchange based on existing open

standard IoT Ontologies.
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• Used the corresponding data model from the Ontology designed for exchanging

IoT and Smart City data from a HADR perspective.

• Showed interoperability between heterogeneous data sources using heteroge-

neous data exchange methods.

• Showed the interoperable interaction of various legacy and IoT assets in PoC

implementations while exchanging SA data with HADR agencies.

2. Crowdsourcing and Crowdsensing concepts for integration and utilizing end-user/human

ground asset data to aid the HADR agencies:

• Surveyed and analysed real-life projects dealing with Crowdsourcing and Crowd-

sensing for public safety and security, and application by HADR agencies.

• Proposed methods for use of the concepts in HADR operations to gain end-

user SA data.

• Demonstrated end-user Crowdsourced data integration for PoC HADR scenar-

ios involving multiple agencies, C2 systems and combining Smart City services.

3. Analysing security and privacy evaluation methods, and proposing V&V processes

for future IoT asset usage.

• Provided a real-life working use-case of an IoT asset interacting with a core

HADR ICT asset (a C2 system) communicating over radio links.

• Applied the SPD methodology to showcase the multi-metric measurement for

IoT assets for critical operations.

• Used the V&V process used for NGVA standard and introduced SPD methods

in the V&V process.

• The V&V process when coupled with SPD methodology provides an approach

for secure operation and integration of IoT assets for the HADR agencies.

4. Implementation and experimentation of generic platforms for robotic device usage

across heterogeneous ICT set-ups.

• Provided use-cases and motivation for generic platform development for robotic

devices based on ROS.
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• Developed and demonstrated a generic platform for interoperability for ROS-

based robotic devices using open standards and frameworks.

• Demonstrated using PoCs how to enable federation for robotic devices using

standard Ontologies over heterogeneous controllers and operating platforms.

5. Experimentation and implementation showing Smart City asset discovery and feder-

ation using IoT protocols:

• Analysed methods for accessing Smart city services based on available Smart

City data and service providers.

• Established interoperability and federation based on IoT protocols for sharing

and storing Smart City data.

• Showed how to register, store and distribute discovery asset data between het-

erogeneous agents on the field.

• Demonstrated using PoCs how discovery works in real-life and how the discov-

ery can aid HADR services.

6. Showing use of MQTT for a full-scale federation scenario including operational C2

systems and Smart City services:

• Analysed various IoT protocols and established MQTT as the IoT protocol to

go for a federated IoT data exchange between HADR agencies.

• Discussed the advantages for MQTT’s features based on version 5.0 and ap-

plied them to achieve federation.

• Applied the concepts to a PoC implementation to showcase a HADR operation

that uses MQTT and exchanges SA data between heterogeneous agency and

civilian assets.

The IMRAD method was used for writing the dissertation, as well as for each of the indi-

vidual papers for problem identification and resolution. Scientific methods based on theo-

ries and hands-on experiences were used for describing and identifying individual problem

areas and correspondingly providing solution approaches. It involved study and analysis
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of real-life and state-of-the-art approaches to solve those issues. Finally, based on the pro-

posed solution approaches, PoC implementations were provided to showcase the usability

and applicability to the problem areas.

The outcome of the research has been published in conference proceedings, international

magazines and as a book chapter; three have been published in magazines, four in inter-

national conference proceedings and one as a chapter in a book publication. Concepts,

results and future research directions related to the thesis work was presented as a talk

in the yearly German national technology forum [129]. Some of the concepts and imple-

mentation for Smart City data integration for military HADR systems have already been

included and demonstrated for a national project [130].

The research goals, which were presented and discussed in Section 1.3.2, have been ad-

dressed. How the goals, with sub-goals, have been fulfilled is outlined in Table 4.1.

In addition to addressing the defined research goals, applicability and relevance for have

been provided in terms of interoperability solutions, advise and consultancy to real-world

HADR operators [131], participating research groups of NATO [132] and the German

Armed Forces (Bundeswehr) [133] during the research period.

4.2 Takeaways from the Thesis Results

The primary concepts dealt in the research lie with use of open standards and proposing

generic methods of ICT operation that can be adopted by any HADR agency. For any

kind of HADR operation that needs interaction with other Ontologies, requires that the

ICT stack deployed follows and adopts standards that are open and evolving. Any kind

of implementation that uses a closed system operation model will cause issues for the

coming future. Especially, considering IoT and Smart Cities, the standards and protocols

are still evolving and not standardised in a broader sense. Any kind of implementation

from a HADR agency that is based on proprietary solutions will limit future proofing the

usage.

From a HADR perspective, from the various PoCs for HADR use-cases implemented in
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Table 4.1: The fulfillment of the Research Goals and Sub-goals (the expected measurable outcome).
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the thesis, all of them had to adopt to the local Smart City services. There is no stan-

dard way of accessing the Smart City services and in the coming future, this would still

be an issue. So, a flexible architecture for deployment as presented in the thesis is needed.

Such an architecture supports heterogeneous open standards for web services, protocols

for IoT and Smart Cities, and physical device use. Further, for the architectural con-

siderations, there will always be concerns for safety and security of the HADR ICT de-

ployment. Not every aspect of HADR ICT deployment, such as data models, Ontologies,

service interfaces etc. can be made public. Instead, there always needs to be service inter-

faces or API dictionaries available with key mechanisms that will allow external entities

access to those services.

Further, the concept of Gateways and Middleware solutions for any modern ICT de-

ployment is mandatory. Every ICT model should allow for scalability and extensibility

through use of gateways. Not every organisation would be self-sufficient containing every

functionality that it needs, and the same rests for HADR agencies. Not all agencies will

have everything individually, that they need immediately in aggravated circumstances

during disasters. With cloud and edge services becoming a norm for industry, access to

services have become more flexible and accessible. Organisations can access what they

don’t have, be it applications, infrastructure or software on per-use-basis. They don’t

need to own anything but use as they need from these multitude of service providers.

The future ICT development should be based on using the SOA concepts so that focus

should be on services and APIs that can be either exposed to others, or allow to be in-

gested from others. This would make ICT deployments more economic and flexible, sup-

porting big and small organisations leverage their core business models.

IoT is still very much ingrained with the physical concept of devices. Standards for such

physical characteristics have been evolving and are expected to become more structured

in the coming years. As a result, the COTS concept will push the industry further. These

standards will enable easier adoption and integration by the technology users, be it pri-

vate or industrial. Labels for such devices are soon expected to be rolled out enabling

users to get certified for purpose devices. Concepts of SPD and V&V as discussed in the

thesis will gain traction for such integration and certification.

Along the lines of physical devices, the thesis dealt with creating generic platform im-
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plementations based on ROS which simplifies the use of robotic devices. As robots gain

more intelligence i.e. more capabilities are added for automation, such platforms are un-

avoidable. The focus for any robotic interaction should be on creating new functionalities

based on existing platform capabilities and not on adding integration of any new robot

standards. System manufacturers can provide their platforms based on ROS, and the end

users using the developed gateway mechanisms in the thesis can concentrate on generat-

ing add-on intelligence for their robots. Especially for HADR agencies, such generic plat-

forms will add value to their operational effectiveness by using robotic assets from other

participating agencies using such generic robotic platforms. They can supplement and

complement the joint ISR capabilities by sharing their robotic devices and services.

Finally, end users will always form the core of business models of companies, and the

same applies for HADR agencies. So the concepts of Crowdsourcing and Crowdsensing

presented in the thesis show the waypoints of how HADR agencies can leverage the huge

potential of Smart Devices to gain precise, real-time and on-demand SA data.

4.3 Ethical considerations of the Results

HADR operations require access to very precise data and intelligence as close to the ground

as possible. It means that many times there is an operational requirement to gather data

from people’s personal devices. Apart from the necessary data, there is always the con-

cern and possibility that the security and privacy of individual citizens would be breached.

A similar use-case was encountered at the IST-147 group’s experimentation at Warsaw

where for the PoC demonstration, we accessed a Smart Home data from a private indi-

vidual in Warsaw. Although, there was an established agreement with the user and the

user could monitor and change what data is accessible from the Smart Home device, in

many cases its not the case. Many users do not know how to handle their IT systems and

thus this creates a big loophole which could possibly be exploited nefariously. Further,

many city platforms have security and economic concerns about the data which they pro-

vide to 3rd parties which also is an ethical showstopper. What and how the data can be

accessed, what can be analysed from it, if and how the data is stored and shared with

other HADR agencies is still not defined under a unified process.
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These concerns often lead to disruptions on the ground while accessing the data from the

cities and individuals. Although many times, the intentions are right, loopholes in laws,

security and privacy components of ICT systems always keep the service providers skep-

tical of providing access to their assets. Currently, there are initiatives like that from Eu-

ropean Defence Agency (EDA) to formalise data protection and privacy requirements for

European citzens [134]. Similarly, General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) from the

European Union also provides a framework and rules for protecting citizens’ data [135].

Still its a long way ahead, how to approach such issues and handle it.

4.4 Suggestions for Further Research

This thesis showed the possibilities and applications for interoperability for Smart City

HADR operations. But still most of the research is at conceptual and experimental level

with relatively controlled assumptions and parameters. Based on the content handled in

the thesis the following areas were identified for further research:

• The PoC demonstrations used a simple Ontology format used for data exchange

and the data consumed through the middleware was transformed to this format to

enable interoperability of data. But the discovery of Smart City service end-points

based on this Ontology is practically not possible. There are plethora of data mod-

els and Ontologies floating around in the Smart City space and there is no estab-

lished Ontology which can be directly mapped to. The IST-176 and IEEE groups

that i am working with is currently looking into this issue. From the NATO IST-

176 group’s viewpoint, the idea is to create a new IoT Ontology specification to

handle future IoT asset needs. The resulting Ontology would be introduced a part

of the new FMN specification. From the IEEE viewpoint, we are currently looking

into best practices and available Ontologies from various organisations and nations

to provide recommendations for discovery of Smart City services.

• Robotic platforms in the recent years have evolved with new standards introduced.

Currently, we are looking into ROS2 which is new version of ROS [136]. The idea is

to extend the generic platform built for ROS, to include ROS2 exchanges. It would

enable a single ROS platform for older and the newer ROS-based devices.
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• We are trying to extend the EMANE network emulator to include IoT radio emula-

tion characteristics which can be used for lab experimentation. Currently EMANE

supports limited tactical radio links which might not be usable for IoT radios. For

this, we are looking to available tools for IoT radio emulation and finding ways to

integrate or reuse those tools.

• The thesis showed the multi-C2 system federation. Currently, at Fraunhofer we are

in process of building an integrated testbed for the NATO nations where they could

access virtual testbed environments and deploy their C2 applications to test out in-

teroperability. The goal is find out what are the showstoppers and solve those issues

before doing on-field experiments.

• Anglova Scenario was developed by the NATO IST-124 group to simulate field en-

vironments involving agency assets [137]. It handles various formations of agency

asset deployment and then test them over EMANE radio links. It allows to emu-

late movement of troops and exchange of data from the deployed ICT assets. Cur-

rently, there is no defined HADR scenario (vignette) modelled. The future plan is

to model a HADR scenario with cooperation and inputs from HADR agencies and

test out various ICT deployment formations and tactics. Further, we are using ML

techniques to analyse and choose Smart City resources based on predetermined pa-

rameters which can provide appropriate SA information when requested.

This thesis has contributed with publications in international magazines, conference pro-

ceedings, book and talks. The research goals defined in Part 1 have been achieved. The

results in this thesis have practical relevance and provide a pathway for upcoming HADR

operations strategies. This research has also laid the groundwork for future extension of

the FMN spirals and IEEE standardisation efforts for Smart Cities.
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Federation based on MQTT for Urban HADR
Operations

Manas Pradhan

Abstract—Today’s age of Information and Communications Technologies (ICTs) in urban areas revolve around the application of
Internet-of-Things (IoT) and application of IoT in Smart City constructs. IoT has enabled cheap and yet reliable ubiquitous computing
for modern day ICT needs. As a result, the military community is actively looking into application of IoT for its operational needs.
Federation and interoperability becomes complex for IoT implementation in the huge jungle of protocols and technologies available for
IoT. This problem becomes critical in Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Recovery (HADR) Operations where multiple agencies
need to collaborate to bring quick and effective relief to disaster struck areas. Message Query Telemetry Transport (MQTT) is such an
IoT-based protocol that is widely adopted in the industry for lightweight yet reliable messaging. This paper tries to provide an insight
into federation based on MQTT with a prototype implementation between military and civilian ICT systems. This federation concept
would enable lightweight, vendor-agnostic and interoperable message exchange while using existing information sources and
preventing stove-piped systems.

Index Terms—Internet of Things, MQTT, Federation, Interoperability, HADR, Civil-military Co-operation, Smart Cities

�

1 INTRODUCTION

HUMANITARIAN Assistance and Disaster Recovery
(HADR) Operations in the modern-day context re-

quires multiple agencies, from the military and the civilian
domains to act together [1]. Especially in urban scenarios,
where the concentration of humans makes it a very complex
and challenging environment, a single emergency responder
agency often does not suffice to have the required recovery
impact [2]. As the modern human demographics turn to-
wards cities, the cities are equipping themselves with mod-
ern Information and Communications Technologies (ICTs)
to serve this high influx and concentration of population.
Smart City concept is a step in this direction aiming to
provide better governance, participation, economic possibil-
ities, sustainable development etc. for its citizens. Internet-
of-Things (IoT) has been one of the biggest enablers of the
Smart City concept by providing the necessary ubiquitous
and participative computing for the urban ICT needs.

IoT-based innovations in sensors, actuators, computing
platforms etc. have led to their mass acceptance in the
civilian and industry domains. Concepts in industry such as
Industry 4.0 has shown the wide proliferation of IoT systems
on the shop floor, distribution and logistics, manufacturing,
computing and analytics. In the consumer industry, Smart
Phones, Smart Homes, personal computing and analytics
etc. have shown the path ahead for the IoT-driven market.
As a result, over the years the technologies have matured for
large-scale acceptance coupled with cheap production while
being reliable for long-term usage. In urban settlements,
networks such as 4G, 5G, Wireless Local Area Networks
(WLAN), Personal Area Networks (PAN) and Low-power
Wide-Area Networks (LPWAN) have provided the backend
network support to realise this idea of a connected world
and thus the potential of IoT in everyday lives.

For HADR operations, such IoT based innovations can
be leveraged to assist the emergency responders to assist
and complement their recovery efforts. Especially, consid-

ering the Smart City domain where the ICT technologies
tend to be more connected and organised, the ICT assets
of HADR agencies can reuse the existing cities’ capabilities.
The quick reaction times required from responders leads to
missing capabilities, which requires collaboration with the
assets available on the ground. In the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) context, Civil-Military Co-operation
(CIMIC) is such a concept which tries to address this gap of
bridging the civilian ground (both human and technology)
assets with the military assets [3]. Further on, the special-
ized NATO response force (NRF) and Very High Readiness
Joint Task Force (VJTF) concepts further strengthen the use-
case for urban environments. These specialized operational
forces need to be deployed in just a few days, at short notice,
to respond to adversarial situations affecting periphery of
the Alliance [4].

The IST-147 Research Task Group on Military Applica-
tions of IoT, in this corresponding direction of adoption and
integration of IoT in the military domain was formed in
2016. It investigated into the emerging IoT technologies and
found favorable use of COTS IoT assets for complementing
the military ICT assets. With a joint experiment in 2018
with multiple NATO nations, the group showed how IoT
and ICT assets from multiple nations and civilian domain
can integrated in an urban HADR operation [5]. But the
experiment left some open questions such as:

1) How can the multiple Command and Control (C2)
systems federate with each other?

2) How can an IoT protocol be leveraged for federation
between the coalition partners?

3) Which C2 systems and which interfaces from the C2
systems can be used for federation?

4) How to access the civilian data and at which granular-
ity?

As a response to these questions, following IST-176
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group was formulated to focus on federated interoperability
of military C2 and IoT systems. This paper tries to provide
an insight to enable this federation between the military C2
systems while interfacing the civilian ICT systems with the
focus on IoT domain for future HADR operations.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Message
Query Telemetry Transport (MQTT) protocol and the state-
of-the-art related research is presented. Based on features
of MQTT and latest advances in its research, a federation
mechanism based on MQTT to enable multiple C2 systems’
interoperability is described. The architecture and prototyp-
ical implementation to showcase the federation concept is
then detailed to show how MQTT is used in a real-life
use-case. Finally, the conclusion and the lessons learned is
presented based on which the corresponding future work
follows.

2 MQTT
MQTT is a lightweight publish/subscribe messaging trans-
port protocol that was developed keeping the needs of IoT
applications in context. It suits the needs of low-power and
resource-constrained remote IoT devices and applications
due to its minimal code footprint and network bandwidth
utilization. It fits the unreliable nature of remote and over-
crowded networks operating at the edge by allowing persis-
tent sessions and varied Quality-of-Service (QoS) settings.
Various flavors of MQTT available supported by its security
features, portability and extensibility has allowed MQTT
applications to be deployed on cloud, containers and into
enterprise environments [6]. MQTT, in its core operates with
a client-server mechanism i.e. centralized server is respon-
sible for co-coordinating and mediating the exchange of
messages between the end-point clients. All communication
and exchange of messages is based on topics with the clients
publish or subscribe to messages. From MQTT version 5.0
on, Earlier versions of MQTT 3.1.x used the term "broker" for
the central entity responsible for message exchange between
the publishers and subscribers. From MQTT 5.0 on, the
term "broker" has been replaced with "server" due to the
new features added and the new nature of interactions.
Similarly, terms "publishers" and "subscribers" are replaced
with "clients".

The NATO IST-147, IST-150 and IST-161 groups have
extensively evaluated MQTT for its application in tacti-
cal and coalition operation environments [5], [7], [8]. The
experiments have shown favorable results for application
of MQTT for federated distributed environment settings.
The following subsection 2.1 describes the state-of-the-art
findings and the scope for further research.

2.1 State-of-the-Art

A comparison of Web Services (WS) Notification with
MQTT was presented in [9]. WS-Notification is used as the
NATO Messaging Core Service but it is not well suited to
low capacity tactical networks due to its overheads. Tactical
network features very closely resemble to IoT application
environments, so protocols with lower overheads are always
preferred in such settings. MQTT was found to offer similar
functionalities as WS-Notification but with less overhead for

disconnected intermittent connectivity and limited band-
width (DIL) scenarios. But the paper showed that a cen-
tralized broker architecture which exists for WS-notification
and MQTT is not a favorable set-up due to single point of
failure.

In the joint experiment done by the NATO IST-147 group
[5], such a centralized broker MQTT set-up was demon-
strated while combining multiple coalition IoT assets and
available city’s ICT assets. It used a simple ontology with
messages in Java Script Object Notation (JSON) format to
achieve interoperability between the various data sources
and the C2 applications. But it lacked a distributed inter-
broker communication which would remove this single
point of failure in case the central broker crashed.

In [7], MQTT with Blue Force Tracking (BTF) was pre-
sented with a federated multi-broker approach. But the im-
plementation used again a central broker which was bridged
to two other brokers. It meant that if the central broker broke
down then the two bridged brokers can’t communicate
anymore. Furthering the idea of multi-brokers, [10] showed
the evaluation of federation mechanism using multiple
brokers. This paper leverages the concept extending it to
application in urban HADR scenarios and exploiting some
of the features provided by the federation mechanism for
interoperability and flow control for Situational Awareness
(SA) exchange between the HADR agencies.

2.2 MQTT V.3.x vs V.5

The implementation and prototype described in this paper
leverages the new MQTT version 5.0 which replaces the
Versions 3.1 and 3.0 [11]. The new version 5.0 has certain
elements new both for server and client sides. These are
described below which enables the deployment of a dis-
tributed masterless architecture and reducing traffic over-
heads:

1) Shared Subscriptions: With standard MQTT subscrip-
tions i.e. prior to Version 5, each subscribing client
received a copy of the message it subscribed to. So, if a
subscription node failed then published messages were
lost (QoS 0) or accumulated in the server (QoS 1, 2). The
solution to this issue was to increase the subscribing
nodes which resulted in large number of duplicate
messages and thus lots of extra traffic. With shared
subscriptions, clients that share the same subscription
within a subscription group receive messages in an
alternating fashion. This feature enables client load
balancing since load of the same subscribed topic is
distributed amongst all subscribing clients. In contested
HADR and DIL environments, such mechanism allows
for reducing traffic and distribution overheads.

2) Clean Start Mode: In earlier versions of MQTT, Clean
Session mechanism was used by MQTT clients to have
temporary connections to brokers or not subscribing
to messages at all. The idea was to support offline or
persistent sessions to handle connection interrupts. But
the mechanism did not support the expiry of a persis-
tent session i.e. the session never expired or deleted.
With Clean Start mechanism, a session starts without
using an existing session. This results in Simplified
State Management i.e. the session data for a client is
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discarded only when all the messages are exchanged
and not because of a network failure. The expiry times
for the session states can be set with Clean Start mode
which allows the session state to be deleted by the
server if the client does not connect within a certain
time. This forces the client to reconnect to the server
just to clean up session state. This reduces the server
overload in DIL networks when multiple clients keep
on appearing and disappearing from the network.

3) Flow Control: In a real-time environment for MQTT
usage, clients and servers with different processing and
connectivity levels interact and thus they have different
tolerance levels for managing in-flight messages. A
client can connect to multiple MQTT servers having
different restrictions and management properties on the
number of in-flight messages. With flow control, all
involved parties do not need to negotiate in-flight win-
dows beforehand. Dynamic message flow adjustment is
used that involve heterogeneous systems and devices. It
ensures that neither the server or the client overwhelm
each other with message processing.

4) Bridging of Servers: Bridging of multiple servers for a
distributed environment is indirectly supported in the
MQTT 5.0. It calls for providing subscription options to
allow for message bridge applications. It also includes
an option to not send messages originating on local
clients and options for retaining subscribed messages.
The bridge implementations with earlier version sup-
ported a single server to be configured as bridge and
all other servers acted as client servers connecting to
the bridge as was used in [7]. With the new MQTT
version, now multiple servers on the same hierarchy
can be configured to have bridge between them.

5) Non-retransmission of MQTT messages: Earlier ver-
sions of MQTT allowed for retransmission of MQTT
messages with QoS 1 and 2 in case the TCP connection
broke down. In case the MQTT clients are overloaded
with MQTT message processing, further duplicate or
new MQTT messages deprecates its performance. With
MQTT 5.0, servers and clients are not allowed to re-
transmit messages, but instead re-sending unacknowl-
edged packets when the TCP connection was closed.

6) Use of zero-length string: For cases when data is pub-
lished to a single topic, clients and servers can set
a zero-length string in the publish message for the
topic. It basically informs the client or server to use
the previous topic instead of explicitly sending out the
topic name. It furthers reduces the overhead in message
exchange on the MQTT bus.

3 FEDERATED HADR OPERATIONS

As described in [5], a HADR operation requires capabilities
of multiple agencies to be federated. Apart from the agen-
cies’ assets, the existing assets from the cities such as the ICT
assets and on ground-humans can be used to complement,
bring effectiveness and precision to the operations. Concepts
such as edge computing, crowdsourcing and crowdsensing
further IoT enabled ICT operations [12]. In 3.1, an archi-
tecture is described to leverage these capabilities and the
related implementation is described in 3.2.

3.1 Architecture

Figure 1 shows the architecture envisioned for an urban
HADR operation where the federated MQTT servers pro-
vide SA data exchange between different parties. Here fed-
eration refers to the standardised and agreed ontology and
thus the data exchange between the parties involved. The
various components involved in the architecture are:

1) HADR Agencies’ C2 Applications: HADR agencies
such as the military use C2 applications to have
the SA pictures of their assets, ground reports, task
assignment etc. C2 applications from various agencies
are designed for their use-case specific requirements.
These applications support different types of operations
and SA behaviour. APIs exposed by the applications
are used to leverage their functionalities. Based on
their interaction and use-cases, they can use either
REST or SOAP based APIs to interact with their assets
and external partners. Most of the HADR agencies use
private APIs with API gateways such as defined in the
CIMIC doctrine of NATO. For the case in-hand, we
target applications based on IoT and in order to interact
with IoT as well legacy assets. These APIs are bound to
the MQTT clients which exchange data on behalf of the
C2 application. These clients connect to the federated
MQTT servers which can be associated on the same
platform where the C2 application is running or at the
headquarter (HQ) level.

2) HADR Agencies’ ICT Applications: HADR agencies
such as the military, police, fire fighters etc. have their
ICT assets deployed on the ground for operations.
These assets can be legacy assets such as tactical radios
from the military and police, drones used for search
and reconnaissance, sensors deployed at strategic areas
etc. Due to the adoption of IoT, agencies are leaning
towards use of IoT assets in their operations. Thus the
ICT applications are getting redesigned or refactored
to provide support for IoT asset integration. These ICT
applications can either use APIs directly to expose their
services or else bind their API functionalities to the
MQTT clients. These MQTT clients can then interface
the existing APIs to their topic structures and in turn
connect to the federated MQTT servers provided by the
agencies.

3) City ICT Applications: Cities have their own ICT infras-
tructures for management and governance. Their assets
also include the legacy assets such as CCTV cameras,
traffic sensors, network and cloud infrastructures etc.
With the concept of Smart cities fast advancing cities are
adopting IoT usage for their infrastructures. Concepts
such as Smart Buildings which provide automated
sensing and building management, Smart Traffic which
provide dynamic traffic management etc. are getting
revolutionized in cities. In turn, these assets expose
their functionalities to the cities though their APIs. For
our use-case:
• The MQTT servers can be deployed directly by the

cities which can exchange information with the other
federated MQTT servers from the agencies.

• The cities use MQTT clients to connect to the feder-
ated servers provided by the agencies.
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Fig. 1. Architecture for Federated MQTT-based SA Exchange for HADR Operations

• The agencies use MQTT applications which bind to
the city APIs and exchange data with the servers.

4) Crowdsourcing and Crowdsensing Applications: End
users and private entities are one of the biggest source
of innovation in IoT. Concepts such as Smart Homes,
Smart phones, Smart Watches, Smart vehicles etc. have
reached out to all corners of the modern society. These
crowdsourced and crowdsensed data would be the eyes
of ears of the future HADR operations [12]. Citizens
on the ground with their smart IoT objects can report
ground SA faster and more effectively since agencies’
assets are mostly overwhelmed in such operations.
Many of these applications use MQTT clients to ex-
change data with their corresponding edge and cloud
applications. This MQTT data can be directly wrapped
with the interfacing MQTT topics to provide direct
access to the end users’ device reports. Else, the APIs
from the service providers would be interfaced to the
MQTT clients run by the agencies which in turn connect
to the federated servers.

3.2 Implementation: Federated MQTT Brokers

The proof-of-concept (PoC) implementation for a federated
MQTT server based interaction is presented in Figure 2. The
term "broker" is used instead of "server" since the imple-
mentations used in the PoC presented use the term broker
in theri documentation. The various components involved
are:

1) C2 Application Instance 1 and 2: These C2 instances
runs the Sitaware Frontline C2 application. Custom
wrappers transform the data exchanged through the
MQTT topics determined for interoperable data ex-
change. The MQTT clients used here as Mosquitto
Version 5.0 clients which connect to VerneMQ brokers
as in [10]. The brokers 1 and 2 are bridged to connect

to each other to demonstrate the federation mechanism.
In turn, broker 1 is bridged to broker 3.

2) C2 Application Instance 3: This C2 instance runs the
custom developed C2 application as presented in [13].
The C2 application is based on opensource Vaadin
framework and uses Openstreetmaps for showing SA
data. The C2 application is bundled with an IoT-based
drone controller to enable drone actuation operations.
This C2 application is further interfaced with a HiveMQ
Version 5.0 client and broker. The MQTT Client 5 in
turn connects to broker 1 as the primary broker link
and to broker 2 as the fallback broker in case broker 1
disconnects.

3) City Data Endpoint: This end point represents the city
data services which are used for the HADR demon-
stration operations presented in 3.1. The city transport
services API provides the latest SA data including
the various types of events on the street network of
Germany used here. Detailed traffic information re-
garding traffic jams and related incidents are pushed
through this API. The minute details show attributes
such as the location, road names, length, significance
and type of delay, and distance. To represent the
Crowdsourcing component in an urban HADR sce-
nario, the ongoing COVID pandemic is used. Risklayer
provides aggregated and verified crowdsourced cumu-
lative data sets about the COVID situation in Germany
[14]. Its parses through official and individual crowd-
sourced details such as numbers of new infections per
day/week/month, deaths etc. per state, city, district
and community. These details are updated daily and
cross verified across multiple COVID data providers.
Both: City Transport and COVID data sources expose
their data sets through the determined MQTT topics
and MQTT Version 5.0 publishing clients (3 and 4)
which publish their data through the broker 3.
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Fig. 2. Federation of C2 Systems based on MQTT-bridge for SA Exchange

3.2.1 Broker and Client Configuration
• Broker 1 and 2 are bridged to each other for all the

topics both for publishing and subscription at their end
points. It means that all the clients connected to broker
1 and 2 can publish and subscribe to the shared topics.

• Broker 1 is bridged to broker 3 for the topics but only
for subscription. The clients 3 and 4 publish topics to
the broker 3 which just forwards them to broker 1. But
no topic data is sent back to the broker 3 and, clients 3
and 4.

• MQTT Clients 3 and 4 have a backup connection to
broker 2 which would be used in case the link to broker
3 is lost. They can then publish their data to the bridged
broker network.

• MQTT Client 5 is connected to broker 2 which publishes
and subscribes to the topics determined in the network.

• All brokers require user ids and passwords for autho-
rization.

• The brokers are configured to handle idle client connec-
tions and disconnect unresponsive ones in case they do
not respond over a time interval.

• The clients too probe the brokers to check if the bro-
kers are reachable and can publish/subscribe to their
messages. In case such a check fails for a connection
to a broker then they automatically switch over to the
backup link to the next broker.

• Asynchronous messaging APIs are used in case of
intermittent network disconnections. This enables the
broker to store the messages destined for the clients
for a predetermined time and deliver them if the client
comes back online within the expiry timeframe.

• Topic filters are set at the bridged brokers to limit and
regulate the topic data being sent out on the bridged
network.

3.2.2 MQTT Topics
The MQTT topics form the base of interoperability and
thus the basis for federation between the parties involved.
In [5], we had demonstrated the use of simple Javascript
Object Notation (JSON) based topic structures to exchange
information between the coalition partners. Furthering that

topic structure and using the ontology concepts defined for
IoT-lite and IoT-O [15], the following describes an example
topic structure and the JSON payload:

• Topic structure in figure 3 shows that a device of type
actuator and sub-type drone is being held by Germany
under the organisation header of NATO. The topic
specifies that the topic intends to message of type
"information" which in this case is the location of the
drone.

• The JSON message in figure 4 contains the id of
the drone "DEUDRONE1" at timestamp "2020-11-15
16:10:30.277125" and at location (50.618062, 7.12863).

As mentioned in 3.2.1, topic filters are used to limit the
traffic on the brokers and thus on the clients. So, as pre-
sented in 2, the drone controller is connected to the MQTT
client 5 which in turn connects to Bridged MQTT Broker 2.
The topic data is directly sent over to all the subscribing
parties. Or else filters are used to restrict which brokers
and thus the clients are authorized to receive the location of
the drone. This further helps to reduce unnecessary traffic
overheads.

3.2.3 Working Use Case

The following scenario is envisioned as an example use-case
to demonstrate this federation:

1) There is a COVID associated disaster situation in the
city and the local agencies have summoned the HADR
agencies to come and assist at a short notice.

2) The host country provides the city transport and
COVID data service through its IoT-enabled edge com-
puting applications and IoT radio networks.

3) The host country’s NATO counterpart connects to the
city infrastructure to receive the essential HADR related
data provided by the city. MQTT Broker 3 connects to
the Broker 1 for this purpose. The SA data is presented
on the C2 Application Instance 1 running on an Ar-
moured Personnel Carrier (APC) vehicle.

4) The invited coalition partner comes in with its assets
and views the SA data on C2 application instance 2
running on a military ambulance vehicle. It establishes
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Fig. 3. Example of MQTT Topic Format

Fig. 4. Example of JSON Message

Fig. 5. C2 Status

a bridge to the host country’s MQTT Broker 1 and
uses pre-established topics and topic filters to exchange
data. The city’s MQTT Broker gets the invited partner’s
broker details through the host country’s broker list
published using MQTT topics and configures a back-
up link to Broker 2.

5) A third party HADR agency such as a Non-
Government Organisation (NGO) also joins the effort
by providing an IoT-based drone. It has an open source
based C2 application which in turns also is a drone
controller running on a command vehicle. It connects
directly to the Broker 2 and configures a back-up link
to Broker 1.

The City Transport API used for this implementation
reports fine-grained details of the incidents and their lo-
cations. Also, the COVID API reports the precise numbers
for minute geographical territories. Based on this data,
an incident is reported at a street periphery which needs
immediate assistance:

1) The MQTT client 3 publishes this incident through the

Broker 3 to the Broker 1. The C2 Application instance 1
shows the incident requiring immediate evacuation.

2) Since the Broker 1 is bridged to Broker 2, they share the
topics and thus the incident is pushed to C2 Application
Instance 2.

3) The vehicle from coalition partner is closer to the loca-
tion of incident and thus moves to the incident location
reporting its status through its shared location topic to
C2 Application instance 1.

4) Coalition partner triggers a drone based surveillance
of the location through the drone controller topics to
provide imagery of the affected location.

5) The drone’s location and imagery data (over http link
[13]) is streamed to C2 Application Instance 1 and 2
along with the location of the coalition partner’s vehi-
cle. Figure 5 shows the location of the involved parties
on the Sitware C2 application using the mil std. 2525b
and 2525c symbols.

This working use case thus demonstrates the federation
mechanism using MQTT bridging and the shared filtered
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topics in an emulated HADR operation .

4 CONCLUSION AND LESSONS LEARNED

This paper describes MQTT based bridging mechanism
for federation between multiple MQTT brokers based on
established ontology. It discusses the new features of MQTT
which makes it even more favorable for military IoT ex-
change since the last versions of MQTT. It underlines the
involvement of civilian and city reports as a supplement to
the military Information Systems (ISs) for getting ground
reports for an effective HADR operation in urban environ-
ments. It also shows how multiple C2 systems using the
bridging concept, shared topics and topic filters can achieve
federation and interoperability.

For the prototypical setting, the scenario plays fine
but in actual scenarios, the approach might come with
drawbacks. It was observed that whenever a MQTT 5.0
server tried to connect to a MQTT 3.0.x server using the
MQTT 5.0 API, it returned an error saying that the protocol
version is not supported. This would sure be an issue
considering that many MQTT users might still be running
older MQTT broker versions even though the federation
through standard ontologies might exist. MQTT in its core,
uses Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) based packets for
MQTT data exchange. Although TCP ensures reliability, it
always fairs worse in terms of latency and throughput when
transmitting large and continuous data packets. Further, the
bridging mechanism will always be a bottleneck w.r.t scal-
ability of a federated system. Clustering of distributed and
logically connected servers would be needed for a HADR
scenario which might involve large number of connected
clients creating huge amount of network traffic.

5 FUTURE WORK

As future work, we are setting up a federated testbed
where the coalition partners can test out this federation
mechanism and carry further measurements for application
of MQTT brokers in tactical environments. The new spiral
for FMN is also trying to underline the concept of CIMIC by
incorporating civilian standards for data exchange for future
civil-military collaboration. This proof-of-concept would be
further developed to incorporate wrappers for military and
civilian data exchange to provide a real-time emulation
of CIMIC. The current implementation does not involve
encrypting the MQTT transmission which will be extended
in the future. Further, authentication and authorization
mechanisms would be tested out supported by MQTT 5.0
enhancements. The concept of creating virtual distributed
clusters would be tested to address the scalability issue of
the bridging mechanism. Finally, serverless solutions based
on UDP would be experimented to circumvent the fallacies
of MQTT TCP packets.
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V List of acronyms

Acronyms Full-form

6LoWPAN 6 Low Power Wireless Personal Area Network

AMQP Advanced Message Queuing Protocol

AOO Area of Operations

API Application Programming Interface

AR Action Research

ARL Army Research Labs

ATAK Android Tactical Assault Kit

AWS Amazon Web Services

BYOD Bring Your Own Device

C2 Command and Control

CAGED Communication Application with Geographical Element Data

CIMIC Civil-Military Co-operation

CoAP Constrained Application Protocol

COTS Commercial-off-the-Shelf

COVID Coronavirus

CRM Computing Research Methods

CS Case Study

CSIS Center for Strategic and International Studies

CSS Chirp Spread Spectrum

DA Discovery Agent

DDS Data Distribution Service

DRK Deutsches Rotes Kreuz

EA Enterprise Architecture

EMANE Extensible Ad-hoc Networking Emulator

ES Exploratory Survey

ETSI European Telecommunication Standards Institute
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EI Enterprise Integration

EU European Union

FE Field Experiment

FMN Federated Mission Networking

FTA Finnish Transport Agency

GPS Global Positioning System

GPU Graphical Processing Unit

HADR Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Recovery

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol

HTTPs HTTP Secured

IaaS Infrastructure as a Service

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force

I/O Input/Output

IIoT Industrial IoT

IMRAD Introduction, Method, Results and Discussion

IP Internet Protocol

IoBT Internet of Battlefield Things

IoT Internet of Things

IoMT Internet of Medical Things

ISM Industrial, Scientific, and Medical

IST Information Systems Technology

IT Information Technology

ITU International Telecommunication Union

JSON JavaScript Object Notation

LoRaWAN Long Range Wide Area Network

LR-WPAN Low-rate Wireless Personal Area Networks

LTE Long Term Evolution

M2M Machine-to-Machine

MARGOT Multi-domain Asynchronous Gateway Of Things

MCU Microcontroller

MIM Multilateral Interoperability Programme Information Model

MIP Multilateral Interoperability Programme
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MONICA
Management of Networked IoT Wearables Very Large-Scale

Demonstration of Cultural and Societal Application

MQTT Message Queuing Telemetry Transport

MTOC Mobile Tactical Operation Centre

NEC Network-enabled Capability

NFC Near Field Communication

NGO Non-government organisation

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization

NGVA NATO Generic Vehicle Architecture

OAS OpenAPI Specification

OT Operational Technology

PAN Personal Area Networks

PKI Public Key Infrastructure

PaaS Platform as a Service

PoC Proof-of-Concept

PoI Points-of-Interest

QoI Quality of Information

QoS Quality of Service

RAS-G Robotics and Autonomous Systems Ground

REST Representational State Transfer

RFID Radio-frequency Identification

ROS Robot Operating System

RPL Low-Power and Lossy Networks

RTG Research Task Group

SA Situation Awareness

SAREF Smart Appliances REFerence

SDN Software-defined Networking

SHIELD European Security in Health Data Exchange

SOA Service-Oriented Architecture

SPD Security, Privacy, and Dependability

SPF Sieve Process Forward

SSL Secure Sockets Layer

STO Science and Technology Organisation
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TCP Transmission Control Protocol

THW Technisches Hilfswerk

TOC Tactical Operations Center

TSCH Time Slotted Channel Hopping

TLS Transport Layer Security

ISR Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance

WSDL Web Service Description Language

WSN Wireless Sensor Network

WWW World Wide Web

UDP User Datagram Protocol

UN United Nations

US United States

V&V Verification and Validation

VoI Value of Information

XML Extensible Markup Language
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